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Introduction 
Preface 
In January 2017, the then Minister for   Migration Morgan Johansson (S) announced that the 
government  would not commission the Swedish  National Council for  Crime Prevention (BRÅ)  to 
produce  new statistics on the origin of criminals   . This is despite  the fact that it has been over a 
decade since the last report and Sweden's demographics have changed sharply since then.  
Regerinen's unwillingness to produce  official statistics sowed inspiration for the survey I have now 
conducted. I was further inspired by police officer Peter Springare's high-profile Facebook post the 
following month. 

In the following months,   I  thought about what would be the best course of action,  and in 
May I  began collecting judgments.  As the survey progressed,  I  published two articles, which can 
be seen as preliminary studies.  I felt  quite satisfied after the  second speciesbut could not let go of   
the thought that I wanted to get a complete picture of the situation, which became an ambition to 
study all convictions of  sexual offences in Sweden in the last five years. Had  I  known in advance 
that there  would  be over four thousand judgments, I  probably would have  given up, but by  
working methodically every day I  came up with a Full cataloguing by the end of September. I spent 
the following month on statistical runs in the database and text writing. 

Dedication 
I want to  dedicate the  survey to  the staff at  Sweden's district courts and the telephonists at the 
Swedish Tax Agency, who have spent countless hours on my requests.   Their tacit action in the  
service of the principle of public access to official records  strengthened my confidence in both the 
state and democracy.  

Purpose 
The aim is to  provide an overall picture of  the origin  of convicted sex offenders in Sweden during 
2012–2017 in order to show differences between country groups, show trends over time and 
confirm whether there are many spontaneous    believe if foreigners and sexual crime are really 
true. Jag who conducted the survey  has a Sweden Democratic approach and     does not claim to  
be impartial, however,  I claim  that the source data corresponds  to  reality and is statistically 
significant. 

While BRÅ's report on the  broodof foreigners studies the  background of people  suspected  
of crimes, this survey only looks   at people convicted  of sexual crimes by Sweden's courts. Thus,  
in my opinion, there is no room for interpretation for various factors that criminologists often 
discuss  because each case has been  assessed by a court and the suspect has been found  guilty. 

  In addition,  this survey  delves into the   statistics compared to Brå's report by looking at the 
country of origin and type of crime, even for people born in Swedenwith one or two parents born 
abroad. It is otherwise easy to get a  misleading picture when a  category such as "born  in Sweden  
with a   foreign-born parent"   does not distinguish between someone with  a Norwegian mother  
and someone with  a Ugandan father, to  take a theoretical example. 

The survey is structured so that it starts with an overview picture,  then the  results are studied 
in more detail  and  then address  other topics.  
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Summary 
Here  are summarised the main conclusions of the survey in short factual pieces.  

General about sexual offences 

•  The proportion of Swedish men with  two  native-born  parents convicted of 
sexual offences has, in  proportion to other groups, decreased since 2013 and 
fallen sharply in the past  two years. 
• Afghans convicted of sexual offences have increased proportionally  sharply 
since 2015  ; in 2017,  almost one in ten convicted sex offenders is Afghan. 
• Despite an explosive reception of Syrian men, they  commit just over a third 
as  many sexual crimes as Afghans.  

Aggravated rape 

• Men of overseas descent commit 84% of aggravated rapes;Swedes come first 
in  fourth place in the number of  convicted individuals for that crime, after 
Afghans, Iraqis and Somalis.   
• Country groups with the highest factor/probability  of committing aggravated 
rape are in turordning Algerians, Afghans, Tunisians, Moroccans and 
Palestinians.  
• Almost two out of three aggravated rapes are committed by asylum seekers 
or men who have been granted residence permits (not counting EU citizens). One 
in four aggravated rapes is committed by first or second generation immigrants. 

Assault rapes 

• Men   of European descent commit fewer assaults and gang violence than 
men of descent from all other regions.  
• Swedish men with two native-born  parents have committed 4.4% of assault 
rapes in the past five years. 
• Most cases of rape   in terms of individuals are committed in turn by Somalis, 
Eritreans, Algerians, Iraqis and Gambians.  
• Country groups with the highest factor / probability  of committing assault 
violence-rape are Algerians, Gambians, and Kenyans. 
• Most assault rapes are committed in Stockholm, Hudiksvall and Eskils-tuna. 
Malmö comes first in  8th place and Gothenburg in 17th.  

Gang rapes 

• 90%  of  gang rapes are committed by men of overseas descent. One in four 
rapists who have acted in groups is Afghan. 
• Swedish men with two native-born  parents have committed 6.7% of gang 
rapes in the past five years. 
• Most rapists who acted  in  groups have been convicted in Ystad, Eksjö and 
Uppsala.  Gothenburg is in 11th  place, Stockholm 16th and Malmö 21st.  

Sexual harassment 
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• Foreigners sexually harass Swedes to a   much greater extent than other 
foreigners, in the investigated cases where the plaintiff is not covered by  
confidentiality.  
• Nicaraguans, Algerians, Afghans and Palestinians have the highest factor 
/probability of committing sexual harassment. 
• Half of  those  convicted of  Sexuellt molestation are punished only with fines. 
91% of convicts avoid prison.  
• Men of European descent commit  to the highest extent other  forms of sexual 
harassment than groping. More than   three-quarters of  Africans convicted of 
sexual harassment  have groped.  

Prostitution 

• Most  of  those convicted of pandering, 57%, are Romanians. More  than  
twice  as many Romanians are convicted  of pandering than Swedes. 
• The majority of  victims of pandering are foreign women from the same 
country as the coupler. 

Gay rapes 

• The proportion of homosexual rapes  of violent rapes has risen sharply  since 
2015. In the past two years,     one in ten rapists has been convicted of raping 
another man.  
• In the past two years, rapists who gang-raped men have  become by  far the  
most common category of gay rape. 
• Gang rapes of men have been committed 85% by  Afghans and 15% by 
Iranians.   

Other 

• Adopted men — from  almost all country  groups — commit sexual crimes to  
a  greater extent than not only Swedes, but also non-adoptees from the same 
country group.  

Glossary 
To avoid unnecessary repetitions in  each chapter, the  use of terms in the survey is summarized 
here.  

Secondary offences – The sentences are categorised by the most serious sexual offence.  Convicted 
minor crimes are  reported in  the source data, but are not included  in   the  survey as they would 
give a skewed representation  in relation to convicted offenders.  Secondary crimes have a major 
impact on the sentence imposed.  For thisreason,  the  statistics on penalties are only reliable for  
the main offence as the lowest common denominator.  Example: One can be sure that a certain 
number of  rapists are sentenced to two years in prison  while those sentenced  to three   years in 
prison may  also have been convicted of other offenses that pull up the  penalty value imposed.  
Sentencing is  complicated because it is influenced by  many factors. It  would be difficult for an 
outsider to examine punishments in  detail in a way that would provide meaningful statistics and 
therefore this investigation takes  just up punishment on a superficial level. 
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Factor – Percentage of  offenders convicted of  a specific crime divided by to the male population's 
percent of foreign-born.   Example: Moroccans make up 3 out of  105 offenders convicted  of gang 
rape in this search, representing  2.86% of crimes. At  the same time, they make up 0.57% of  men 
living  in  Sweden who were born in another country. 2.86/0.57 gives a factor of  5.02. Swedish  men, 
defined as men born in Sweden  with two native-born  parents, make up 69.23% of all    men living 
in  Sweden and the factor  in the  example will then be  0.10.   Current population figures are 
published by Statistics Sweden. I sort out groups with few offenders from factor charts due to 
statistical uncertainty. 

Region – The broad cultural-geographical ravagesof an  offender. It can be Europe, Asia, South 
America, Mena (Middle East/North Africa) or   Sub-Saharan Africa.  Unclear cases are reported 
separately, when they occur.  Regions are used to provide a quick overview. 

The regionalisation is obvious in most cases, but afew cases can be mentioned for clarity  . In   
this context, in addition to Sweden, Europe also includes countries that can be said to  belong to the 
European cultural sphere such as the  United States,  Canada and Australia. Afghanistan is counted 
in Asia, Pakistan and Turkey as Mena.  South America  in this context includes Central America, 
Mexico and Cuba. There is also an unclear category, which in addition to men  from  unknown 
countries also includes those with two foreign-born parents from   different regions as  well as a few  
from  the West Indies  which   could not be sorted into regions. There are men  whose country  
cannot  be determined but the region, for example men with  one   parent born  in Palestine and 
one born in Iraq.  

The division is to some extent a subjective issue,  but I have strived  to make it  as  transparent 
as possible. It is possible to  divide regions  into more categories with narrower criteria, but I prefer 
to present few regions combined  with detailed statistics for individual countries  . It is possible  to 
reason back and forth whether Mexiko should be counted in the region of  South America or 
Australia in the region of Europe, but regardless, the regional statistics had   barely changed  one 
per mille when very few perpetrators come from those countries. 

The regional charts do not  distinguish   between offenders  born in Sweden with a foreign-
born parent  ,  but they are calculated according to the foreign parent's origin.   Initially,  one  might 
think it gives a misleading proportion, but  in  those cases  the offender borrows his foreign-born  
parent's representation in demographicsn.  Example: If an offender  is convicted with an Iraqi father 
and a Swedish   mother, it  still means that the offender's father is included in Statistics Sweden's 
statistics as   a foreign-born person.  The calculation method   does not  remove the margin of error 
altogether, but since Statistics Sweden   does not report what country a person's foreign-born 
parent comes from,  there is nothing better options. 

In the deeper statistics on residence status,  men with  a  foreign-born and a native-born 
parent are reported separately. 

Residence status – Describes the form  of the right to die mda offender-The Aliens Act does  

not make any men have to be in Sweden.    The status  does not say  anything about the gär-

exception for which  countryman's ancestry, but it   does say a lot about  whether   the hard-to-

dies come  from. It ten to have deportation claim granted. There   are  four forms  of there are

  examples of  both a foreign national and five of domestic in the survey.  Norwegian who 

has  been deported and a  British citizen  Foreigner – A foreign citizen who   is not a people-who 

was sentenced to   deportation recorded in Sweden and has no special right   to   staying here. 
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 to  prevent  him Most  people are illegal, either by staying    despitesettling  in 

Sweden after deportation or  by   they made it to Sweden serving sentences. 

 without seeking asylum or having any other contact with the 
authorities.  Some can best be described as tourists. 

Asylum seeker – An asylum-seeking foreigner who has the  temporary right to stay in 
Sweden during the investigation period. They  are  easy to distinguish because they have so-
called coordination numbers, which are similar to social security numbers,  but  the last 
digits of the date of birth are over 31. 

UHT – Foreignerswho have  been granted a residence permit. They are distinguished by 
the fact that they have social security numbers without Swedish citizenship.  The 
majority have been asylum seekers,  but there are also other forms, such as work 
permits. 

EU/EEA – A foreigner who is a  citizen of an EU  or  EEAcountry, which gives them the 
automatic right to stay  in Sweden from time  to time  for work or study. 

Immigrant – A foreign-born man who has been granted Swedish citizenship. 

Two foreign parents  – What  is usually called second-generation  immigrants, where 
the perpetrator was born  in Sweden (or arrived as a young child) and whose parents 
were born abroad   . 

An international parent  – An offender who was born  in Sweden with  one parent born 
in  Sweden and the other abroad.   

Adopted – A foreign-born man who has been adopted to Sweden,  almost always to two 
parents born in Sweden.   According to Statistics Sweden,   this group is counted as 
foreign-born  in  their population statistics and sometimes accounts for  a  very large 
proportion of those  born in a particular country;   South Korea is a good example. 

Two domestic  parents  – A man  born in Sweden  whose parents were also born in 
Sweden.   The country group Swedes in  this  survey refers to  this  status, while other 
surveys are happy to  include more categories to  dilute the crime statistics for people 
with all or a lot wise foreign descent. 

Rape category – A definition of how a rape was carried out. For the title rape,  there are three main 
categories: Classic, Rashen and Assault.  Relevant cases are further categorized  as Group or Homo. 
For  child rape, the  categories Children  and  Statutory to  distinguish children and teenagers are 
also included in the statistics.   Statistics on headings do not take into account  categories  , but the 
categories  are only used for deeper analysis of the statistics.  

Classic – The common epitome of rape in which a man with violence, restraint, coercion 
and/or threats inflicts sexual  acts against the victim's will. It is the most common 
category of rape. 
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Rash – A type of rape that has begun when the victim has been defenseless for sobriety, 
alcohol, drugs  or  medical reasons and either completed under those conditions or  
interrupted  when the victim snapped. If  the rape continues through restraint, etc.  after 
the  victim wakes up, it  is instead counted as classic. 

Assault   – A narrowly defined category in which     perpetrators  and  victims are 
completely unfamiliar, the rape occurred  directly or close in time after encounter,  and 
it  occurred  through restraint, threats and/or violence.  The basic criterion is that  it is a 
category of  rapes that are impossible   to protect against. In case  of doubt  , I  have 
categorized rapes as  classic to  follow the common epitome of assault rape as when an 
alien perpetrator attacks  a  woman on a   forest road, drags her into the forest and  
carries out co-operation with violence and restraint.  

Group – When more than one perpetrator jointly and  consensually rapes a victim. There 
are grey areas where two perpetrators  simultaneously raped different women at the 
same time, or when perpetrators "take turns" raping a  woman separately in a secluded   
room utan consensus. To follow the usual epitome of gang rape, where one man 
restrains a woman while the other rapes her and they then change places,  I have  not 
categorized  grey area cases such as gang rapes. 

Homo – Rapes where perpetrators and victims have the same sex.  The category is not 
meant to say anything about homosexuality in general.  Homosexual rapes say  no more 
about homosexuals  than other rapes say about   heterosexuals.  On the contrary, this 
type of rape seems to  be more often about domination and humility than with  the  
sexuality of the gunman. This is especially true  for the wider subcategories Group and 
Assault. 
Statutory – A Swedish idifier of  the 
established American expression statutory, 
which means voluntary sexual acts between 
people  in their younger teens and people 
over fifteen. There are cases of older   men 
and girls in their younger teens  having 
voluntary sexual acts with each other, but 
the vast majority of cases involve  boys in  
their late teens   who had mutual sex with 
younger girls.  Some cases are also 15-16-
year-old  boys who have had sex with 12-
year-olds, but there the  limit is  drawn for  
the guy's age to be categorically counted as 
statutory. 

 Example: A couple of Roma "married" 
when  the girl was  12  years old and the guy 

was  in  upper Helsingborg District Court 
sentenced a Swedish man to 5 years in prison 
for  having voluntary  sexual intercourse  with 
his partner's daughter from the time  she was 
14 years old. 

Helsingborgs TR B 3400-16, 

2016-10-05  

A few weeks later at the same district court,   
an unaccompanied Afghan was convicted of 
paying a 13-year-old girl to sleep with him.  
The Afghan, who claimed to be 15 years old, 
received the sentence Youth Service. 

Helsingborgs TR B 3918-16, 
2016-10-26 

adolescence.  When the conviction of him for  child rape fell, the couple were  still "married" 
and had  had children of their own.  

The most distinctive feature of  statutory rape is precisely  the voluntariness and 
reciprocity,  as well as the incipient sexual maturity that accompanies  the trifles.  
Overall, it  has far less harmful psychological impact on the person than when the sexual 
acts are not voluntary. The harmful impact on the young person is considered by   most 
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to rise with the  age of the offender.   One could reasonably consider it  more harmful 
for a 16-year-old   boy to  be branded for life with the child rape  conviction than  for  a  
14-year-old girl to   Sleeping with her boyfriend. I believe that there should be room in 
Swedish legislation for a so-called 'Green Paper'.  Romeo–and–Juliet law where the 
judiciary letyou young people aged  13-17 have their love life alone as  long as it is based 
on reciprocity and voluntariness on the part of both parties. 

Children – Sexual acts against victims aged  12 or  under, except for a few isolated cases 
where the victim  was just 12  years old  and the offender  15–16 years old, but not if   
the offender had been   17 years or  older. 

Type of rape – A definition of the acts  committed. They are,  in descending order,  either vaginal, 
anal, oral, or fingers/objects.  The type goes by the grossest actn, so an oral  rape may  even have  
involved  fingers in the victim's sex and a vaginal rape may have  involved everyone else  deeds. The 
ranking is necessary to  avoid a large amount of categories. 

General statistics on crime 
The most common crimes 
Of more than four thousand convictions in the survey, almost  all of    them belong to one of the 20 
most common headings.    So-called  bee crimes, where,  for example,  an offender is convicted of 
both  rape and sexual harassment, are counted only according to the most serious crime. The exact 
distribution of judgments can be seen in the table below. 

Proportional distribution of all judgments by  headings 

1 Sexual harassment 38,2%  8 Child pornography 

offences 
2,3%  15 Purchase of  sexual 

 hand-0.8% ling of 

children 

2 Rape 14,9% 9 Aggravated rape of a 

child 
1,8% 16 Pandering 0.8% 

3 Child rape  10,8% 10  Attempted rape 1,8% 17 Aggravated sexual 

 over-0.7% grip on 

children 

4 Sexual exploitation 

of children 
8,1% 11 Exploitation of 

children for sexual 

posing 

1,7% 18 Try t.  Exploitation 0.6% of 

children for s.posing 

5 Child sexual abuse  3,4% 12 Sexual coercion 1,4% 19  Attempted rape  0.2% against 

children 

6 Purchase of sexual 

service 
3,0% 13 Aggravated child 

pornography offense 
1,3% 20  Attempted aggravated 

 violence-0.1% quarry 

7 Aggravated rape 2.5% 14 Rape, less aggravated 1,0%  Others 4.5% 

Rape categories 
In general, convictions  for rape (against adult individuals)  are divided into categories as shown in 
the table below. 
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Rape  

Classic 57,8% 

Eliminated 25,9% 

Assault 8,0% 

Group 5,8% 

Homo 2,5% 
 

 

Aggravated rape 

Group 66.7% 

Homo 13.5% 

Classic 10.8% 

Assault 9.0% 
 

Judgments per year 
The survey includes different numbers of judgments from  year  to year.  The difference is especially 
clear for 2012, as criminal convictions are culled after five years and,  and for 2017 because the 
survey was conducted before the  last quarter.  

Year Concrete 

number 

Proportion Cf. reported 

sex crimes 

(BRÅ) 

2012 349 8,4% 16923 

2013 786 19,0% 17704 

2014 813 19,6% 20326 

2015 808 19,5% 18057 

2016 874 21,1% 20284 

2017 512 12,4% – 

The survey does not cover  all sex offender convictions,  although that was the ambition.  The 
explanation is complicated but is explained in the  chapter On the survey.   Therefore,  it  is not 
possible to  make an absolute comparison with  reported  crimes, according to the  Crime 
Prevention Council's statistics, but my opinion is that about 5% of reported  sex bridgeslead  to 
conviction.  

https://www.bra.se/brott-och-statistik/kriminalstatistik/anmalda-brott.html
https://www.bra.se/brott-och-statistik/kriminalstatistik/anmalda-brott.html
https://www.bra.se/brott-och-statistik/kriminalstatistik/anmalda-brott.html
https://www.bra.se/brott-och-statistik/kriminalstatistik/anmalda-brott.html
https://www.bra.se/brott-och-statistik/kriminalstatistik/anmalda-brott.html
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Demographic change in sex offenders 
The inrikes born  male population,  with two native-born  parents, has remained at a constant level 
of 3.47 million in recent years. Just as many are born who die and the difference is counted in 
hundreds of individuals. However,  the  proportion of  this male population of  offendersthan those 
convicted  of sexual offences has fallen sharply in recent years. That's  a dramatic difference from 
2015 onwards.  From a level  between 53–57%,  the  level has  fallen in recent years to 44–47%.  The 
trend is a clear effect of the migration disaster, which increased in  strength in 2014 to erupt in 
2015.   

The number of 
overseas men living 
in Sweden has 
increased constantly 
over  the years, with 
the exception of the  
explosion  of Syrians. 

 However,  
the percentage of 
those convicted  of 
sexual offences 
differs from the 
population 
development. The 

group  of Afghan   men has increased   broadly  linearly while the number of people convicted of 
sex crimes has skyrocketed.  On the other hand, the    percentage of convicted Iraqis and Somalis   
has not increased  more than can be explained by the increased population.  The total in this case 
is always  100%, so the  increase in Afghan offenders does not automatically mean that, for 
example, Iraqis and Somalis commit fewer sexual crimes. 

The table presents figures for intra- and non-European groups  with  the most convicted 
individuals while the  charts on the next page show the development of overseas groups.  

Proportional distribution of country groups for all judgments   

Europeans     Overseas   

Sweden Jugosl. Finland Romania Poland  Iraq Afghan. Somalia Syria Eritrea 

2012 53,6% 1,4% 4,9% 2,9% 1,1% 6,3% 4,0% 1,4% 0,6% 1,4% 

2013 57,0% 2,7% 3,2% 1,0% 1,0% 3,8% 2,4% 2,7% 1,0% 0,5% 

2014 55,4% 3,4% 1,7% 1,8% 1,0% 4,8% 3,1% 1,8% 1,4% 1,0% 

2015 52,7% 2,7% 3,1% 0,7% 1,4% 5,6% 2,8% 2,7% 1,5% 2,2% 

2016 47,4% 1,8% 2,2% 1,8% 1,1% 6,1% 6,9% 2,6% 3,6% 3,3% 

2017 44,0% 3,1% 1,0% 1,0% 0,6% 5,1% 9,2% 2,7% 3,3% 2,9% 

The graphs show the  evolution of population and convicts by country in recent  years for the largest 
overseas groups. They are a visualization of the  table on the previous page. 

http://www.statistikdatabasen.scb.se/pxweb/sv/ssd/START__BE__BE0101__BE0101Q/UtlSvBakgFin/table/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=f45f90b6-7345-4877-ba25-9b43e6c6e299
http://www.statistikdatabasen.scb.se/pxweb/sv/ssd/START__BE__BE0101__BE0101Q/UtlSvBakgFin/table/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=f45f90b6-7345-4877-ba25-9b43e6c6e299
http://www.statistikdatabasen.scb.se/pxweb/sv/ssd/START__BE__BE0101__BE0101Q/UtlSvBakgFin/table/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=f45f90b6-7345-4877-ba25-9b43e6c6e299
http://www.statistikdatabasen.scb.se/pxweb/sv/ssd/START__BE__BE0101__BE0101Q/UtlSvBakgFin/table/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=f45f90b6-7345-4877-ba25-9b43e6c6e299
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While the group of  men born in Afghanistan  has  been growing at a steady pace  ,  Afghans' 
share of convicted sex offenders has  skyrocketed from 2015 onwards. This may indicate  differences 
in  which Afghans have sought asylum in  Sweden  in recent years.  

 

It should   be  pointed out that  the percentage each year is proportions of a whole, therefore 
declining curves should not be interpreted as one group  committing fewer crimes,   but instead 
that the group's    The proportion of total crimes is falling.  Example: If Chinese commit three 
rapes in 2016 and three rapes in 2017, while Estonians commit    three rapes in 2016 and five  
rapes in 2017     ,  China's curve will   point downwards  for 2017. (I   In fact, neither  Chinese nor 
Estonians have been convicted of any crime of  rape  in this investigation.) 

Share of Swedes and foreigners by court area 
The table compares the proportion of Swedish men with  two Swedish-born  parents convicted of a 
sexual offence in 2012  –2017  with  the proportion of men  with  foreign background.   
Proportionally,  most foreign sex offenders are convicted in the  metropolitan areas of  Stockholm, 
Malmö and Göteborg — with  the exception of Eskilstuna, which thus overtakes  Gothenburg in the 
list.  

Swedish men with two native-born  parents make up 69% of the male population in 

Sweden, according to figures from Statistics Sweden.  Only in three court areas, Norrköping, Alingsås 
and Gotland,  do Swedish men reach over their share of   sex offenders compared to their share of 
the   population. 

Data are not available for Norrtälje and Haparanda. This list  does not  distinguish which 
country a man with a foreign background comes from, but can be compared with the country's 
minority shares of headings  reported  later.  
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Share of Swedish and foreign sex offenders by court area, 2012–2017 

 Court Utl.  Sve.  Court Utl.  Sve.  Court Utl.  Sve. 

1 Solna 71.4%28.6 % 17 Västmanland 45.3% 54.7%33 Kristianstad 37.0% 63.0%   

2 Södertälje 70.9%29.1% 18 Linköping 43.9% 56.1% 34 Hudiksvall 36.7% 63.3 %

  

3 Malmö 69.9%30.1% 19Örebro 43.8% 56.3% 35  Lycksele 36.7% 63.3 %  

4 Stockholm 68.3%31.7% 20 Uddevalla 43.1% 56.9%36 Skaraborg   36.6% 63.4

 %  

5 Södertörn 64.2%35.8% 21Falu 42.3% 57.7%  37 Mora 35.9%  64.1%  

6 Eskilstuna 60.9% 39.1%22 Varberg 42.2% 57.8%   38 Ystad 35.6% 64.4%  

7 Gothenburg 57.1%42.9% 23Värmland  42.0% 58.0% 39 Kalmar 35.2% 

64.8%  

8 Växjö 56.4%43.6%24 Östersund 41.6% 58.4% 40  Umeå 35.1% 64.9 %   

9 Nacka 53.6% 46.4%25   Halmstad 40.3% 59.7% 41 Gävle 34.5% 65.5% 

10 Eksjö 50.0%50.0% 26Borås  38.4% 61.6% 42 Sundsvall 34.2% 65.8%  

11 Helsingborg 49.5% 50.5% 27 Luleå 38.2% 61.8% 43 Hässleholm 33.3% 66.7% 

12 Vänersborg 49.2% 50.8% 28 Gällivare 38.1% 61.9% 44 Norrköping 28.9% 71.1%  

13 Jönköping 47.5% 52.5% 29Skellefteå 38.0% 62.0%  45 Alingsås 28.6% 71.4 %

  

14 Attunda 46.9% 53.1% 30 Blekinge 37.5% 62.5% 46 Gotland 21.4% 78.6%  

15 Uppsala 46.3% 53.7% 31 Ångermanl.  37.4% 62.6% 

16 Lund 45.5% 54.5% 32Nyköping  37.0% 63.0%  
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Rapes 
Statistics Sweden's statistics 

show that  five million men live 
in  Sweden,  of which one tenth 
were born in a country outside 

Europe (495,105 out of  
5,013,347). Thus, had intra-

European offenders committed 
sexual crimes to the same  

extent as overseas offenders  , 
the blank part of the charts 

would  have been 90%.   
The figure should not be 

confused with the 69.23% of men 
living in Sweden  who are born in  
Sweden  with two Swedish-born  
parents, which in absolute terms 
is 3,470,661 according to   
Statistics Sweden's latest 
statistics. 

The European group with 
the largest male population 

living in Sweden is Yugoslavia, followed by Finland and Poland. It can  be seen in the public interest 
that  there are now  more Syrian and Iraqi men living in Sweden than Finnish, according to 
Statistics Sweden's statistics.  

Rape,  by the prevailing 
definition  , means  any 
involuntary penetration  of  
someone's body with one or 
both of their genitals and 
includes acts from "pulling" a 
sleeping woman to  several  men 
assault and gang-rape a foreign 
woman at knifepoint – the latter 
is hopefully assessed as 
Aggravated Rape.  

 Rubbing a  woman's sex 
against her will thus counts  as 
sexual harassment with a mild 
penalty, should the perpetrator 
put her finger in  a few times,  it  
is rape and often gives   2  years 
in prison.  Courts   
sometimesresort to reasoning to  
determine whether the line has 
been crossed and penalties can 
differ  drastically. 
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This wide range of  
differences makes it warranted 
to examine what acts were 
committed by men of different 
descents, which is reported 
county-specific.  

Initially, it is found that five 
out of  six aggravated rapes 

were committed by perpetrators 
of overseas origin (84%). This is a 

lower figure than in the  
preliminary study, which then 

showed that  92%  of  those  
convicted of that crime were 

overseas. The likely explanation 
is that I  have  supplemented 
with  many judgments  from 

2012 and checked  many existing  
judgments against decisions in 
the Court of Appeal.   Since the 

survey 
  Based on  convictions, decisions in the Court of Appeal can only lead to continued conviction  or 
acquittal and the latter cases have been lifted from the investigation.  

Child rape  includes 
penetrative acts against victims 
under the age of 15. Unlike  
adult rape,  the degree of 
voluntariness does not play  a 
decisive role, as children below 
that breaking point are not 
judged to  be able to  consent to 
sexual acts.  If the age difference 
is  small   and the 
   actions are 
completely voluntary  , the 
heading is usually Sexual 
exploitation of children. 

Of course, the title  
and"involuntary acts"  includes 
what  is thought of as the classic 
definition of rape.   

It is still worth considering 
that the title includes everything 
from an 18-year-old boy who has 
sex with his 14-year-old girlfriend 
of kindergarten pedophiles who commit vaginal violence on little girls.  
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Crimes against prepubertal 
victims  are   almost always 
labeled, for obvious reasons, as 
Aggravated rape  of children. The 
rough title also includes  
especially reckless rapes of girls 
in their younger teens. 

 Child rapes also follow the  
pattern of rape of adults in that 
the  proportion of  offenders  of 
European origin is  lower for the 
coarser classification, however,  
the   difference is not as  
noticeable as   for   violation of 
the normal degree.  

Perhaps  the  biggest 
difference is that nearly twice as 
many South Americans are 
convicted of aggravated child  
rape compared to child rape of 
the normal degree. 

  Victor, who had migrated here from Bolivia in 
1987, began a  relationship with a woman in the 
late  90s. He almost  immediately  began  raping 
her two daughters, who  were then 7 and 8 years 
old.  The abuses occurred regularly over many 
years;  The court estimates the total number of 
assaults at one thousand. 

Among other things,  he raped the younger 
girl anally, which she received but for the rest of 
her  life, while the older sister  at one point became 
pregnant.   One of the girls later tried to commit 
suicide. 

The court went over the  actual maximum 
sentence and sentenced the South American to 
twelve years in prison.  

Malmö TR B 5241-15, 2015-11-04 

Country groups' share of rape 
 The tables below  show the proportion of offenders with a certain origin for rape offences. They 
can be likened to detailed versions of the regional charts. 

Share of country groups  of convicted of rape 2012–2017 
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Sweden 34.3%Yugoslavia 3.1%Syria 1.9%Poland 1.3% Lebanon    1.0 

 %  

Iraq 7.1%Turkey 2.8%Tunisia 1.6%Jordan 1.1%Algeria    0.8 

 %  

Afghanistan 4.1% Iran 2.6%Gambia 1.5%Palestine 1.1%Morocco  0.8  

 %  

Eritrea 3.7%Finland 2.3%Romania 1.5% Germany 1.1  %  

Somalia 3.6% Chile 1.9% Nigeria 1.3 %Ethiopia  1.0%  

Share of country groups  of  convicted  of aggravated rape 2012  –2017   

Afghanistan 22.9%  Algeria 3,8%  Colombia 1,9%  Ethiopia 1,0%  Nicaragua 1.0% 

Iraq 11.4% Iran 3,8% Finland 1,9% Jugosl. 1,0% Norway 1.0% 

Somalia 11.4% Morocco 3,8% Palestine 1,9% Kenya 1,0% Poland 1,0% 

Sweden 9.5% Tunisia 2,9% Syria 1,9% Kuwait 1,0% UK.  1.0% 

Eritrea 5.7% Turkey 2,9% Bulgaria 1,0% Lebanon 1,0% Sudan 1.0% 

Share of country groups  of  those convicted  of child rape 2012  –2017 

Sweden 61.7% Jugosl.  1.8% Germany 1.1%Chile 0.7%Ecuador 0.4 %  

Afghanistan 4.5% Soma lia 1.6%Colombia 0.9%Iran 0.7%Ethiopia 0.4   %

  

Iraq 3.6% Denmark 1.1%Norway 0.9%Italy 0.7  %  

Finland 2.7%Lebanon 1.1%Poland 0.9%Nigeria     0.7%  

Thailand 2.0%Peru 1.1%Syria 0.9% Bolivia     0.4%  

Share of country groups  of  those convicted  of aggravated  rape of children in 2012–2017  

Sweden 46.1%Bolivia 2.6%Somalia 2.6%Morocco 1.3% Uganda    1.3 

 %  

Afghanistan 9.2%Chile 2.6%Australia 1.3% Poland 1.3  %  

Denmark 6.6%Finland 2.6%Burma 1.3%Romania    1.3%  

Iraq 5.3% Norway 2.6% El Salvador 1.3% UK.  1.3% 

Iran 3.9%Peru 2.6%Cuba 1.3%Syria      1.3%  

Country groups' factor of rape 
There are  5.01  million  men living in Sweden, according to figures from Statistics Sweden at the  
end of  2016. 3.47 million of these are all-Swedish, defined as being  born   in Sweden with two 
Swedish-born    parents; they account for 9.5% of offenders convicted of Aggravated Rape in recent 
years.  At the same time  , there are 21093 men born in  Afghanistan living in Sweden;   offenders 
from that group account for 22.9%  of   those convicted of aggravated manslaughter. 
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This difference in demographics and number of    convicts is best illustrated by the  factor of 
groups, which is produced by  dividing the percentage  convicted   of a crime  by the population 
group's percentage of foreign    born. Example: Afghan  men  make up 22.9% convicted of  
Aggravated SickAge and 2.37% of  the foreign-born  men; 22.9/2.37 gives a factor of  9.66  .   At the 
same time, all-Swedish men  make up 69.23% of  the total number of men  living in Sweden, with 
9.5% convicted of aggravated rape,   all-Swedish men have  a factor   of 0.14. 

Calculation of factor only  includes country groups where there are several convicted 
offenders, otherwise the indication becomes misleading.  A       good example is the  sentencing of 
a man from the small African country of  Mali;  The man himself  makes up  over one percent of the 
male population in that group, which would have given a sky-high factor. 

The graphs show country groups with the highest factor, sometimes including Sweden as a 
comparative value.  The tables on the   page thereafter show all groups  that have at least 2–3 
convicted offenders depending on how many country groups are represented in the statistics.   

It is possible  to see   the factor  as an indication  of  how great the risk is that a  man from a  
country group will be convicted of   a crime  and thus the effect on sexual crime statistics of 
continued  migratory ion from those countries.  Alternatively, what effect a return from  those 
groups would have. 

 
The individual country groups most often  convicted  of rape of the  normal degree in relation to  
the  size of the group are Senegalese, Tanzanians and Gambians, while those who most often die  
ms for aggravated rape  are Algerians, Afghans and Tunisians. 

Since it  differs so much which groups  have the  highest factor for aggravated  rape  and rape 
of the  normal degree, it  may be interesting to weigh up the two headings,   Which is not as  aCelt 
as  it sounds  as the investigation includes just over six hundred  rapes  and just over  a hundred 
aggravated rapes.  The weighting shows that Africans and North Africans are most often prone to   
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rape against adult victims in relation to  the size of the group.   The factor for Swedish men regarding 
våltäkt is included as a comparative value and is actually placed  far further down the list. 

 

Country groups that have  been shown to  be most often prone to rape children differ in several 
respects compared to other sexual crimes.   Men of descent in two South American countries, Peru 
and  Bolivia, have the highest factor of normal degree and gross,  respectively. Swedish men reach 
a factor of  0.89 for  crimes  of  the normal degree,  the group's highest factor among the most 
common  sexual crimes. On the other hand, there  is   a fourfold high risk that a Dane will be 
convicted of the serious crime compared to Swedish men.  However, none of the groups  are 
anywhere near   the  target on any of  the lists –  for example, a Bolivian is  3.8 times more likely to 
commit aggravated child rape than  a Dane. 

Child rape often,  but not always,  involves voluntary sexual acts between men and girls in 
their younger teens.  Aggravated rape of  children can mean both rape of young  teenage girls 
through violence,  threats, coercion or restraint as  well as outright pedophiles' abuse  of young 
children  . 

 

Full lists of  country groups' factor of rape Groups with too few individual 

offenders  not taken for reasons of space.  
Country groups' factor of convicted of Rape  2012  –2017   

Senegal 7,88  Palestine 2,55  Ethiopia 0,95  Sweden 0,49 

Tanzania 6,64 Libya 1,97 Turkey 0,95 Russia 0,49 

Gambia 4,39 Congo 1,92 Romania 0,94 Germany 0,43 

Tunisia 4,35 Afghanistan 1,71 Bulgaria 0,94 Finland 0,33 
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Jordan 4,16 Eritrea 1,68 Iraq 0,88 Yugoslavia 0,32 

Nigeria 3,64 Morocco 1,43 Thailand 0,83 Poland 0,28 

Algeria 3,64 Chile 1,23 Islamic 

Republic of 

Pakistan 

0,77 Syria 0,20 

Ghana 3,54 South Korea 1,01 United 

States 
0,69   

Ecuador 3,42 Somalia 1,00 Iran 0,63 

Kenya 3,37 Colombia 0,95 Lebanon 0,58 

Country groups' factor of  convicted  of aggravated rape 2012  –2017  

Algeria 17,07  Palestine 4.28  Iraq 1,40  Syria 0,19 

Afghanistan 9,65 Somalia 3.20 Turkey 0,98 Sweden 0,14 

Tunisia 7,66 Colombia 2.79 Iran 0,92   
Marocko 6,72 Eritrea 2.57 Finland 0,28 

Country groups' factor of  convicted  of child rape 2012  –2017 

Peru 2,84  Sweden 0,89  Somalia 0,44  Poland 0.20 

Thailand 2,07 Italy 0,83 Norway 0,42 Yugoslavia 0.19 

Afghanistan 1,89 Lebanon 0,67 Chile 0,42 Iran 0.16 

Nigeria 1,88 Denmark 0,46 Germany 0,42 Syria 0.09 

Colombia 1,31 Iraq 0,44 Finland 0,39  

Country groups' factor of  convicted  of child rape 2012  –2017  

Bolivia 10.23  Denmark 2.68  Iran 0.96  Iraq 0,65 

Peru 6.67 Chile 1.66 Somalia 0.74 Finland 0,39 

Afghanistan 3.89 Norway 1.24 m Sweden 0.67   

Penalties for rape 
The tables show the number of penalties imposed per offence.  In total  , there are 614 convictions 
for rape  and 94 for aggravated rape.   The minimum sentence for rape of the  normal degree is  
normally two years in prison, which is also the single worst  penalty with 28% of  the  sentences 
imposed. To that can be added mitigating or aggravating circumstances.  The age of the offender  is 
also an important factor in sentencing.  

In order to reach the higher penalties,  it  is almost exclusively a case of multiple rapes, either 
against the same victim   or  against  several, or serious incidents. The 10-year sentence  for 
aggravated  rape included,  for example,  aggravated  manslaughter, when the  victim's husband 
was beaten to death by robbers who had broken into  their home. The 9-year sentence for  the 
same title was those in the  media called the "party fixer" and  the "restaurateur" who drugged and 
raped several young women,     at least once of whom  was gang rape. The third maximum sentence 
of 8 years 6 months was  a  single incident in  which the offender luredt home a residential 
speculator, held her  captive in her apartment  and  Brutally raped her  for many hours. 

Penalty, Rape     
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Conditional,  6 
Community service 

 Sl.uv. 11 months 1  1 year 10 months 2  3 years 3 months 2 

Probation 17 1 month 2 2 years 172 3 years 6 months 21 
Probation, 

Community 

Service 

5 2 months 1 2 years 1 month 1 3 years 9 months 1 

Courtessee.care 21 3 months 5 2 years 2 months 8 4 years 22 
Youth care 6 6 months 3 2 years 3 months 34 4 years 3 months 1 
Youth Service 9 8 months 2 2 years 4 months 15 4 years 6 months 4 
Youth Care, Youth 

Service 
8 1 year 7 2 years 5 months 2 5 years 5 

Sl.uv. 3 months 1 1 year 2 months 4 2 years 6 months 77 5 years 6 months 2 
Sl.uv. 5 months 7 1 year 3 months 4 2 years 8 months 17 6 years 4 
Sl.uv. 6 months 2 1 year 4 months 11 2 years 9 months 10 8 years 2 
Sl.uv. 7 months 1 1 year 6 months 20 2 years 10 months 5   
Sl.uv. 8 months 3 1 year 8 months 3 3 years 49 
Sl.uv. 9 months 1 1 year 9 months 5 3 years 2 months 3 

Penalty, Aggravated rape      

Courtessee.care 1  Sl.uv. 1 year 4  
Months 

1  3 years 2  5 years 9 

Youth care 1 Sl.uv. 2 years 1 3 years 6 months 5 5 years 2 months 1 
Youth Care, Youth 

Service 
5 2 months 1 3 years 9 months 1 5 years 3 months 1 

Sl.uv. 6 months 1 3 months 1 4 years 14 5 years 6 months 3 
Sl.uv. 8 months 3 1 year 1 4 years 2 months 1 6 years 6 
Sl.uv. 9 months 1 1 year 6 months 2 4 years 3 months 2 6 years 6 months 2 

Sl.uv.  1 year 1  
month 

1 2 years 3 4 years 6 months 7 8 years 6 months 1 

Sl.uv. 1 year 2  
Months 

1 2 years 5 months 1 4 years 8 months 1 9 years 1 

Sl.uv. 1 year 3  
Months 

4 2 years 6 months 6 4 years 9 months 1 10 years 1 

Penalties for Child Rape  
The tables show the number of penalties imposed per offence.  In total  , there are 440 convictions 
for  child  rape and 75 for aggravated rape of children.   Theminimum penalty for rape of  children  
is, as well as for adult victims, two years in  prison and it  is  also the single most common penalty 
with 16% of  the  sentences.  The second most common is 3 years in  prison, which was imposed in 
13% of sentences. 

In three aggravated cases, the court has  gone over the actual maximum and sentenced to 
twelve years in prison.  All of  them are about vaginal rapes of little girls over several years. 

The most common penalty for aggravated rape of  a child is 7  years in prison,   which was 
imposed  in 19% of cases, followed by 6 years in  prison  in  16% of cases  .  

Penalty, Child rape       

Conditional 1  Sl.uv. 6 months 4  1 year 4 months 7  3 years 57 
Conditional, Daily 

Fines 
1 Sl.uv. 8 months 1 1 year 6 months 4 3 years 2 months 1 

Conditional,  5 Sl.uv. 1 year 1 1 year 8 months 2 3 years 3 months 1 
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Community 

service 
Probation 23 2 months 2 1 year 9 months 1 3 years 6 months 26 
Probation, 

Community 

Service 

7 3 months 4 2 years 70 4 years 31 

Courtessee.care 12 6 months 1 2 years 1 month 1 4 years 6 months 10 
Youth care 19 8 months 1 2 years 2 months 5 5 years 10 
Youth Service 26 1 year 9 2 years 3 months 9 5 years 6 months 1 
Youth Care, Youth 

Service 
16 1 year 1 month 1 2 years 6 months 45 6 years 4 

Sl.uv. 4 months 2 1 year 2 months 3 2 years 8 months 5 7 years 2 
Sl.uv. 5 months 3 1 year 3 months 2 2 years 9 months 3 9 years 1 

Penalty, Aggravated rape of a child      

Courtessee 2  2 years 6 months 1  5 years 6 months 5  8 years 7 
Sl.uv. 6 months 1 3 years 1 6 years 12 8 years 6 months 2 
Sl.uv. 8 months 3 4 years 4 6 years 3 months 1 9 years 4 
Sl.uv. 9 months 1 4 years 3 months 1 6 years 6 months 5 12 years 3 

Sl.uv. 1 year 2 4 years 6 months 2 7 years 14   
2 years 2 5 years 1 7 years 6 months 1 

Residence status of offenders convicted of rape 
What stands out in the  analysis  of  offenders' residence status for the most common sexual 
offences is that two-thirds of aggravated rapes (62.5%) were committed by   asylum seekers or by 
men   given residence permit.  Thus, without the mass immigration of recent  years, there would  
have been no aggravated   rape—notwithstanding the   continued enormous overrepresentation of 
men with immigrant backgrounds. 

Explanation of color codes in the charts 
Non-Swedish citizen Swedish citizen   

 Foreigner  Two domestic parents 
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Deportation as part of sentence for rape 
Prosecutors    aren't even seeking deportation  as part  of the  sentence for the majority  of rape 
convictions of foreign nationals.   Only for one title is deportation sought in more than half of the 
cases. This may seem unfortunate, as  prosecutors seeking  deportation are usually approved. 

When deportation claims are granted in rape convictions, the most common time period for 
all headings is 5 years.  Time begins to  run from when the sentence becomes final, so a foreigner 
who is sentenced to two years  in prison and five  years  of deportation can return three  years after 
release. 
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There is  1 case where a rapist has been sentenced to  20 years of deportation, equivalent to  
0.4% of deportations for the title Rape and is thus rarer than life deportation. There are no 
predetermined thresholds for deportation periods utan it happens from time  to  time that a convict 
is deported to three years  or seven years; those cases have been rounded to the nearest    five-year 
period in the statistics. 

 

Only 4%  of  foreigners convicted  of aggravated rape of a child are deported  for life and then it  is 
still the title  that leads to the most permanent deportations.   At the same time,  most  deportation 
claims are rejected  for the same title.   Seven out of  ten foreign citizens  convicted of these most 
serious crimes against young children are allowed to stay in Sweden after serving their sentences. 

Convicts who have Swedishcitizenship, regardless of origin, are not covered   by the 
deportation statistics. Swedish citizens who have dual citizenship in any other country are also 
excluded. 

  It is possible to speculate on the reasons why prosecutors so rarely seek  deportation for 
foreign nationals convicted of rape, or sexual offences in general. It  is not possible  to seek 
deportation if  the only penalty is a fine, which is   probably a good thing because it  is not  Norwegian 
speeders who you think should be deported in the first place.  
  In addition,  the Aliens Act does not specify  which offences may lead to deportation, but the  

The Guard Authority shared  clarification which I reproduce below. 

"  In investigations  concerning serious or repeated crimes committed by a  
person who is not a  Swedish citizen, the prosecutor  must  always consider 
and take a position on the issue of deportation  .  If the prosecutor concludes 
that the  crime is     such that deportation is considered,  the prosecutor must,  
as a rule, make such a  claim.  The question   of whether there are obstacles 
to deportation due to the foreigner's connection to Sweden should in most 
cases not be decided by the prosecutor. The proportionality and fairness 

assessment that   
ultimately 
determines 
whether the 
accused should  
be deported upon 
conviction should, 
in all cases except 
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the   accused, be made  by court. 
The basic prerequisite for  the  prosecutor  to make a  request for 

deportation is that a  non-Swedish  citizen has committed  a crime that  can 
lead to  imprisonment and  that he is sentenced  to   a  more severe 
punishment than a fine.   However, an earlier fine may, in the event of a later 
prosecution, have an impact on  the assessment of  the risk of continued 
criminality. Furthermore, in the case   in which  the  question of deportation  
arises, it   is required that  it can be  assumed that  the alien will be guilty of 
continued criminality in this  country or  that  the The crime charged  is so 
serious that he or she  should not be allowed to remain in the country. 

 The possibility of  expulsion regardless of  recidivism risk is related to  
the  punitive value of the crime.   As a  general guideline, it has been stated 
that the offence should normally  have a penalty value of at least one year in 
order  to be  able to  give rise to deportation on this basis.'  

- the National Prosecution Service, 

September 18,  2017 The National Prosecution Service considers to be the 

practice.  

Put simply,  then, prosecutors     should seek deportation for crimes   that result 
in at least one year in prison, and those who do  not simply make the wrong 

assessment , since 
any deportation 
decision  should be 
taken by  the court 
and not by the 
prosecutor.   

With a  
year's sentence 
value as a 
guideline,  all rape 
classifications, 
including minor  
aggravated rape,  
are covered, 
making it 
particularly 
strange that so 
many prosecutors 
seem to deviate 
from what  

It is obviously possible  to have different opinions about deportations of sex criminals. Some 
seem to want them  to remain  in  Sweden out of some kind of racist concern for future foreign 
victims in their home country, which they consciously or  subconsciously value  higher than Swedish 
victims.   However, it  may seem  possible to agree  that the  deportation issue should  always be 
decided by the courts and that power should  not continue to  lie with individual prosecutors. 
Prosecutors' propensity to seek deportation as part of the punishment  for rapists who lack Swedish 
citizenship  differs  depending on the area of  the document. For rape convictions in Blekinge, 
Gotland, Kristianstad, Lund, Lycksele, Södertälje and Värmland,  prosecutors have never called for  
the deportation of foreign rapists. On  the contrary,  prosecutors for Gävle,  Hässleholm, Luleå and 
Skellefteå have never  declined to seek deportation. In  other words, the  further down the  table a 
court area is,   the more prosecutors seek deportation. 

Data are not available for Haparanda and Norrtälje. Halmstad and Ystad have not convicted 
anyone without Swedish citizenship of rape.  The table is specifikt for the heading Rape. 

Proportion of convictions of foreign nationals where deportation has not been sought, Rape, by 

area 

 Court Not 

claimed 

  Court Not 

claimed 

  Court Not 

claimed 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

Blekinge 100,0% 16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

Nyköping 66,7% 31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 

Linköping 50,0% 
Gotland 100,0% Uddevalla 66,7% Varberg 50,0% 
Kristianstad 100,0% Umea 66,7% Vänersborg 50,0% 
Grove 100,0% Stockholm 63,2% Skaraborg 40,0% 
Lycksele 100,0% Södertörn 62,5% Växjö 40,0% 
Södertälje 100,0% Malmo 60,0% Mora 33,3% 
Värmland 100,0% Sundsvall 60,0% Ångermanland 33,3% 
Nacka 83,3% Gothenburg 57,9% Orebro 28,6% 
Uppsala 83,3% Attunda 55,6% Hudiksvall 25,0% 
Jonkoping 80,0% Alingsås 50,0% Norrköping 25,0% 
Falun 75,0% Eksjö 50,0% Gävle 0,0% 
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12 
13 
14 
15 

Westmanland 75,0% 27 
28 
29 
30 

Eskilstuna 50,0% 42 
43 
44 

Hässleholm 0,0% 
Ostersund 75,0% Gällivare 50,0% Lulea 0,0% 
Solna 73,3% Helsingborg 50,0% Skellefteå 0,0% 
Boras 66,7% Kalmar 50,0%  

The risk that a  deportation claim against a rapist without Swedish citizenship is  rejected is highest 
in Eksjö, Helsingborg and Vänersborg where as   many as half of all claims  are rejected by court.  

 Areas that  are missing have no rejections, which can mean approval but also that deportation 
was  never sought.  The table is specific to the title Rape. 

Percentage of convictions of foreign nationals where deportation has been rejected, Rape, by 

area  

 Court Rejection   Court Rejection   Court Rejection 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Eksjö 50,0% 6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

Mora 33,3% 11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Attunda 11,1% 
Helsingborg 50,0% Ångermanland 33,3% Stockholm 10,5% 
Vänersborg 50,0% Orebro 28,6% Uppsala 8,3% 
Skaraborg 40,0% Hudiksvall 25,0% Solna 6,7% 
Sundsvall 40,0% Gothenburg 15,8% Södertörn 6,3% 

Share of Swedish and foreign rapists by court area 
Gällivare and Mora stand out in  the statistics as court areas where only foreign rapists have been 
convicted, followed  by the councils in Stockholm with almost exclusively convicted foreigners.   
However, Umeå also ranks  high.  On  Gotland  alone,  Swedish rapists reach above their share of  
the male population of 69.23%.  

Data are not available for Haparanda and Norrtälje.  The tables add up both aggravated and 
normal rape classifications. 

Proportion of Swedish  and  foreign rapists per court area, Aggravated and normal 

 Court Utl.  Sve.  Court Utl.  Sve.  Court Utl.  Sve. 

1 Gällivare 100.0% 0.0% 17 Borås 71.4% 28.6% 33Alingsås 50.0%  50.0%  

2 Mora 100.0% 0.0%18 Gothenburg 71.2% 28.8% 34 Blekinge 50.0%    50.0%  

3 Solna 94.9% 5.1% 19 Falu 70.4% 29.6% 35 Kristianstad 50.0%  50.0% 

4 Umeå 90.9%9.1% 20 Sundsvall 69.2% 30.8% 36Luleå 50.0% 50.0   %  

5 Nacka 88.2% 11.8% 21 Hässleholm 66.7% 33.3% 37 Lund 50.0%  50.0% 

6 Södertälje 86.7%13.3% 22 Västmanland 64.7% 35.3% 38Ystad 50.0%  50.0  %  

7 Eksjö 84.6% 15.4% 23 Östersund 64.3% 35.7%39   Ångermanl.  45.5% 54.5% 

8 Helsingborg 84.6%15.4% 24 Skellefteå 63.6% 36.4% 40 Kalmar 45.0%  55.0%  

9 Södertörn 84.6% 15.4% 25 Örebro 60.9% 39.1% 41 Värmland 42.9% 57.1% 

10 Eskilstuna 81.3% 18.8% 26 Gävle 60.0% 40.0% 42Lycksele 40.0%   60.0%  

11 Uppsala 77.4% 22.6% 27 Skaraborg 60.0% 40.0% 43Norrköping 40.0%   60.0%  

12 Malmö 76.7%23.3% 28 Varberg 58.3% 41.7% 44Vänersborg 40.0%  60.0  %  

13 Attunda 75.0%25.0% 29 Växjö  58.3% 41.7%45   Halmstad 33.3% 66.7 % 

14 Nyköping 75.0% 25.0 % 30 Uddevalla 57.1% 42.9% 46 Gotland 28.6% 71.4% 
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15 Jönköping 72.7% 27.3% 31 Hudiksvall 55.6% 44.4% 

16 Stockholm 72.5% 27.5% 32 Linköping 53.3% 46.7%  

With northern areas  so high on the list of areas with 
almost exclusively foreign rapists,  it  may be interesting 
to  investigate whether it is due  to Finns.  Finns are  not 
particularly overrepresented  in  rape, but there  are 
naturally  many people  of Finnish descent living in 
northern Sweden.   

It is possible to see a certain effect on the overall 
statistics, for example,  one in  three foreign rapists in 
Gävle is Finnish.    However, Gävle comes first in place 26 
— Finns thus have  no or little 
impact on areas with the most foreign rapists. For  the top 
rankings Gällivare, Mora and  Solna, there is not a  single 
Finn and despite  the fact that 91%  of  rapes in Umeå were committed by foreigners,  only a tenth 
of the   the rapists Finns. (I  court areas  missing from the small table, no Finns in the survey have  
been convicted of  rape  or aggravated rape.) 

Share of Swedish and foreign child rapists by court area 
All    the men  convicted of raping children in the Lycksele courtarea have been foreigners.  In 
addition,  areas  from all over the country are mixed in the  list of areas that have proportionally the 
most convicted foreigners for these crimes.   

Swedish men reach above their share of  convicts in proportion  to  the proportion of  the 
population in just over a third of  areas,    of which in four —  Blekinge, Gotland, Kristianstad and 
Ystad — have   only Swedish men convicted.  Overall, however, Swedish men are  below their  share, 
as shown by the  previous section of country groups' share. 

Data are not available for Haparanda and Norrtälje.  Gällivare has no convictions for child rape 
during the period examined.  The tables add up both the aggravated and normal classification for  
child rape. 

Proportion of Swedish  and  foreign child rapists by court area, Gross and normal 

 Court Utl.  Sve.   Court Utl. Sve.   Court Utl. Sve. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Lycksele 100,0% 0,0% 16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

Attunda 42,1% 57,9% 31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

Umea 28,6% 71,4% 

Malmo 73,3% 26,7% Boras 40,0% 60,0% Grove 27,3% 72,7% 

Växjö 69,2% 30,8% Linköping 39,1% 60,9% Alingsås 25,0% 75,0% 

Hässleholm 66,7% 33,3% Gothenburg 37,5% 62,5% Hudiksvall 25,0% 75,0% 

Södertörn 65,2% 34,8% Lulea 37,5% 62,5% Nacka 25,0% 75,0% 

Helsingborg 60,0% 40,0% Värmland 37,5% 62,5% Nyköping 23,1% 76,9% 

Ostersund 57,1% 42,9% Kalmar 35,7% 64,3% Falun 21,4% 78,6% 

Gävle 55,6% 44,4% Halmstad 33,3% 66,7% Norrköping 21,4% 78,6% 

Westmanl. 52,9% 47,1% Mora 33,3% 66,7% Stockholm 20,0% 80,0% 

Jonkoping 50,0% 50,0% Skellefteå 33,3% 66,7% Eksjö 16,7% 83,3% 

 

Court Pimples 

Gävle 20,0% 

Nyköping 12.5% 

Umeå 9,1% 

Södertörn 7.7% 

Linköping 6.7% 

Skaraborg 6.7% 
 

 

Court Acne 

Eskilstuna 6,3% 

Westmanl. 5,9% 

Attunda 5,0% 

Uppsala 3,2% 

Stockholm 2,0% 
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12 

13 

14 

15 

Solna 50,0% 50,0% 27 

28 

29 

30 

Varberg 33,3% 66,7% 42 

43 

44 

45 

Skaraborg 16,7% 83,3% 

Södertälje 50,0% 50,0% Vänersborg 33,3% 66,7% Blekinge 0,0% 100,0% 

Uddevalla 50,0% 50,0% Orebro 33,3% 66,7% Gotland 0,0% 100,0% 

Regret manl. 50,0% 50,0% Sundsvall 30,8% 69,2% Kristianstad 0,0% 100,0% 

Uppsala 47,1% 52,9% Eskilstuna 28,6% 71,4% Ystad 0,0% 100,0% 

Categories of rape 
Just over half of  all rape  convictions are the classic epitome of  
rape—  the forcing  of sex through violence, restraint,  or 
intimidation.   Just over one in five occurs while  the victim is  
knocked out by sleep or other causes while  one in ten is assault 
rape  . Each giant convicted rapist has acted in groups while gay 
rapes make up a small portion of the total  convictions for rape. 
The regional chart shows  large differences. 

  For  example, the   graph  is interpreted: Of all offenders of 
origin  in Asia convicted of rape,   40% 
participated in  gang rape, while of convicted rapists of  descent 

in South America,  no one   has been convicted  of   raping a  male victim. 

 Rape rate  by category 

Classic 51.6% 

Knocked out 22.2% 

Group 16.0% 

Assault 9.9% 

Homo, Individual 2.5% 

Homo, Group 1.9% 
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 The table below  is a more  detailed version  of  the  bar chart and shows the proportional 
distribution of rape categories by  country group, among country groups with 4 or more convicted 
rapists.   Rape of both normal degree and aggravated is included. 

Country Number of 

convicts 

Share of country groups  in  rape categories in 2012  –2017 

Eliminated 

Classic Group Assault 

Homo, 

group 

Homo, 

Individual 

Sweden 212 31,1% 61,8% 3,3% 1,4%  2,4% 

Iraq 56 21,4% 41,1% 28,6% 8,9%   

Afghanistan 46 6,5% 26,1% 56,5% 6,5% 23,9% 6,5% 

Somalia 33 12,1% 24,2% 30,3% 30,3%  6,1% 
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Eritrea 28 14,3% 46,4% 25,0% 21,4%   

Turkey 20 20,0% 60,0% 15,0% 5,0%  5,0% 

Yugoslavia 19 5,3% 84,2%  5,3%  5,3% 

Iran 19 15,8% 47,4% 36,8%  10,5%  

Finland 15 13,3% 66,7% 6,7% 13,3%   

Syria 13 7,7% 61,5% 7,7% 30,8%   

Tunisia 11 9,1% 27,3% 36,4% 18,2%  9,1% 

Chile 11 27,3% 72,7%     

Gambia 9 44,4% 11,1%  44,4%   

Poland 9 44,4% 44,4% 11,1%    

Romania 9 11,1% 33,3% 22,2% 33,3%   

Morocco 9 11,1% 33,3% 33,3% 33,3%  11,1% 

Palestine 9  44,4% 11,1% 33,3%  11,1% 

Algeria 8  25,0% 50,0% 62,5%   

Ethiopia 7  85,7% 14,3%    

Nigeria 7 42,9% 57,1%     

Germany 7 57,1% 42,9%     

Lebanon 7 14,3% 57,1% 14,3% 14,3%   

Jordan 6 16,7% 50,0% 16,7% 16,7%   

Colombia 6 33,3% 33,3% 33,3%    

Thailand 5 80,0% 20,0%     

United States 5 40,0% 60,0%     

Islamic Republic of 

Pakistan 
4 25,0% 50,0%  25,0%   
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Ghana 4 25,0% 25,0% 25,0% 25,0%   

Kenya 4 25,0% 25,0%  50,0%   

Tanzania 4 50,0% 50,0%     

Bulgaria 4  75,0%  25,0%   

Categories of child rape  
Child rape has two additional categories, statutory where the  acts 
were voluntary but  the victim  13–14  years old  and children where 
the victim was 12 years old or younger.   An exception is if  the victim 
was  exactly 12  years old,  the acts were voluntary and the guy was 
15–16  years old;  then r it  has been counted in  the category of 
statutory.  Usually, six young people are counted as Child Sexual 
Exploitation  when the  age difference is small. 

When weighing  up all the judgments,  almost half, 

45.6%, targeted toddlers of both sexes while traveling- 

 targeted at young people in their younger teens.  Nearly a third, 30.8%, have been voluntary sexual 
acts between young teenage girls and adult men.  Broken down by regional origin, the proportional 
distribution for each group is as shown in  the chart below.   For example,    the chart is interpreted: 
Of men of South American descent convicted of child rape, 64%  have abused young children. 

 Proportion  of child rape 

by category 
Toddlers 45.59% 
Statutory, girl 30.84% 
Group, teens 3.45% 
Eliminated, girl 3.07% 
Classic, girl 14.75% 
Teen Guy 1.92% 
Assault, girl 0.38% 
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The table below shows the proportional distribution of  categories per country group and is a more 
detailed version of the bar chart.    Like  the chart,  the table is interpreted,  for example: Of the 
Afghans convicted  of  child  rape, 14.8%  have  participated in  gang rape of a girl in her younger 
teens. These statistics thus say  nothing about the  proportion between country groups —  that 
statistic is found earlier in the chapter — but what kind of abuse perpetrators from different country 
groups have committed  guilty of. 

For  reasons of space, the  table of categories only lists   country groups with 4 or more 
convicted offenders.  A full list of the  share of country groups can be found earlier in the chapter. 

The figures are a combination of  the headings Rape of children and Aggravated rape  of 
children.   The teenage boy category  in the table includes all types of rape against boys who are 
13–14 years old. 

Share  of country groups in child rape categories in 2012  –2017 

  CountryNumber of Toddlers Group,  Classical, Eliminated, Statutory, Assault   , Teen  

 doomed teenagers  girl girl   girl  girl guy 
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Sweden 31044.5%1.9%11.3%3.6% 36.1%0.3%  2.3  %

  

Afghanistan 27 25.9% 14.8%33.3% 22.2% 3.7%  

Iraq 20 35.0%20.0% 25.0%   20.0%  

Finland 14 35.7% 14.3% 7.1% 42.9 %  

Denmark 10 80.0% 20.0%  

Somalia 9 55.6%11.1% 22.2% 11.1%  

Thailand 9 66.7% 22.2% 11.1% 

Yugoslavia 8 25.0%37.5 %37.5%  

Peru 7 42.9%28.6% 28.6%  

Iran 6 50.0%16.7%16.7% 16.7 %  

Norway 6 66.7% 33.3% 

Chile  5,100.0% 

Lebanon 5 80.0% 20.0%  

Poland 5 40.0% 60.0%  

Syria 5 20.0%60.0% 20.0 %  

Germany5 40.0%20.0%40.0 %  

Bolivia 4 75.0% 25.0%  

Colombia 4 25.0% 75.0%  

Sexual harassment 
Sexual harassment is a  broad category of 
crime that includes a  wide range of  acts  
designed to violate    a  victim's privacy. It 
ranges all the way from men  sending  penis 
pictures to  their ex-wife  to pedophiles at  
bathhouses groping  little girls on the sex, 
from   men yelling  gender words at a   
Female colleague of Taharush against 
teenage girls at summer festivals. In  short,  
it is a classification that  includes all acts that 
the judiciary deems to be mild   in 
comparison to other sexual offences but still 
serious enough  to  be   illegal. 

Statistics show that perpetrators of 
European origin committed just under  two-
thirds of sexual assaults. The second largest 
group is men of  Middle Eastern descent, 
who commit a little more than one  in six 
crimes in this category. 
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Country groups' share of sexual harassment 
In addition to Swedes,  the groups that have committed the most sexual assaults are Iraqis and 
Afghans. 

The full breakdown is given in the table below. 

Country groups' share of  those convicted  of sexual harassment 2012  –

2017 

  

Sweden 49.5%  Finland 3.1%  Lebanon 1,2%  Ethiopia 0,8%  Tunisia 0,6% 

Iraq 5.2% Somalia 2.7% Romania 1,1% Morocco 0,8% Bulgaria 0,6% 

Afghanistan 5.2% Eritrea 2.2% Poland 1,0% Chile 0,7% Lithuania 0,6% 

Yugoslavia 3.6% Iran 2.0% Colombia 0,9% Denmark 0,6% Algeria 0,5% 

Syria 3.3% Turkey 1.8% Palestine 0,8% Norway 0,6% Egypt 0,4% 

Plaintiff in sexual harassment 
Unlike  many other sexual  offences,  victims  of sexual harassment are usually not covered by 
confidentiality. It makes it possible to study who  is affected by this crime. For   privacy reasons, I 
have   not done any deeper research, but I have noted the names of the victims  and divided them 
into two broad groups of Swedes or foreigners.  

In  this context, it is  unclear which foreign  country  the victim comes from, for example,  
Norwegian and Iraqi women are counted as foreign, since deeper research into the victims has    not 
been done  but based on how their names sound. It is  therefore probably obvious why a narrower 
categorisation of the origin of the victims  has  not been made. 

General  provenance of the plaintiff, all judgments 2012–2017  

Swedish  victim  Foreign victim both unclear confidentiality 

51.61% 9.84%3.66% 3.41% 28.08%  

If confidential victims are excluded, Swedes make  up 75.32% and foreigners 14.36%.  When there  
is  more than one victim, the  category is determined by the  plaintiff group that is in the majority. 

The table below shows the  distribution of plaintiffs for country groups with the most 
convicted individer.  In  a majority of cases, almost  all groups abuse Swedes even without 
equalization of  cases where the  victim is protected by confidentiality.   Eritreans stand out as the 
group that primarily chooses Swedish victims. 

Plaintiff's genesall ancestry in judgments, the largest country groups 

 Swedish foreign both unclear confidentiality 

Sweden 53.44%6.51%2.68%2.68% 31.76 %  

Iraq 44.58% 10.84% 9.64% 6.02%28.92%  

Afghanistan 48.78%18.29% 0.00% 2.44% 29.27 %  

Yugoslavia 61.40% 8.77%1.75% 3.51% 22.81%  

Syria 54.72% 15.09% 1.89% 3.77% 24.53%  

Finland 44.90%14.29%4.08% 6.12% 24.49 %  

Somalia 57.14% 9.52% 7.14% 2.38% 23.81%  

Eritrea 68.57% 14.29% 8.57% 0.00% 5.71%  

Iran 51.61%  6.45% 0.00% 9.68%32.26 % 

Turkey 42.86% 17.86% 7.14% 10.71% 21.43%  
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The region table shows the  distribution of the plaintiffs for convicts from all country groups, where 
country groups are arranged by region.   There, Africans stand out  as the group that most often 
chooses to abuse Swedes, however,  Europeans themselves are not very far efter.  

Plaintiff's general heresy 

Swedish 

mst, convicted 

efte 

Foreign 

r region 

Both 

Vaguely Confidentiality 
Asia 47,06% 16,81% 0,84% 4,20% 28,57% 
Europe 54,10% 7,22% 3,07% 2,87% 29,57% 
Mean 47,99% 12,82% 6,23% 5,86% 26,74% 
Africa 57,02% 17,54% 7,02% 1,75% 15,79% 
South America 36,54% 13,46% 1,92% 3,85% 40,38% 
Vaguely 0,00% 6,25% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 

Country groups' factor of sexual harassment 
The factor list for sexual harassment is topped by Nicaraguans, who,  however, with three out of 
1585 convicted offenders,  make up so few individuals that they did not even make it into  the  table 
of country groups' share . With  a  factor of 4.53, it  is, as it seems, a huge overrepresentation 
compared to other groups.   

  It is perhaps unsurprising  that  North Africans and Afghans also rank high in the  list, but 
probably more surprising that Nicaraguans are joined by other South American groups   in the higher 
layer of factor for this bridgettsrubrication. 
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Full list of  sexual harassment factors of country groups 

Country groups' factor of   convicted of sexual  harassment 2012  –2017 

Nicaragua 4.53 Azerbaijan 1.12 Ethiopia 0.74 Iran 0.47 Algeria 2.27 Bulgaria 1.09 Lebanon 0.72 

Finl and 0.45 Afghanistan 2.19 Nigeria 1.06 Sweden 0.71 Chile 0.44 Palestine 1.85 Libya 1.03 

Romania 0.69  Thailand 0.39 Ecuador 1.77 Eritrea 1.00 Iraq 0.64 Yugoslavia      0.38    Tunisia 1.70 

Albania 0.92 Bangladesh 0.62 Pakistan 0.37 Colombia 1.39 Sudan 0.86 Turkiet 0.61 Greece 0.34 

Morocco 1.34 Lithuania 0.79 Philippines 0.58 Syria 0.33 

Kenya 1.31 Egypt 0.78 Sri Lanka 0.54 

Bolivia 1.23 Somalia 0.74 Peru 0.48 

Residence status of offenders convicted of sexual harassment 
Compared with the residence status  of rapists, an  even proportion of  offences in this category are 
committed by men  with an immigrant background and men who have applied for asylum or been 
granted a residence permit.   It can be seen as an indication  that behaviour is  not affected by  
possible integration measures, even if a relatively low proportion is committed by second-
generation   immigrants compared to rape crimes. 

  
 

 ,  
 

 to   
,  
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ForeignerTwo domestic parents 

Asylum Adopter 

Residence permitA foreign parent 

EU/EEApe foreign parents 

Immigrant 

Deportation as part of sentence 

for sexual harassment 
Of convictions for sexual harassment of foreign  
nationals, deportation is sought  in only 3.43% of 
cases.   Two-thirds  of the claims are denied.  In total, 
only 1.07%  of   foreigners  convicted of this crime are 
deported.  Statistics show that although deportations  for sexual harassment are very rare, under 
current rules, prosecutors  can both seek and obtain approval. 

 

Nigerian Babajide was convicted in 2013 of  
groping  and harassing 16 women.  The 
punishment was probation + community 
service. He was convicted again the 
following year  for  molesting two other 
women.  The punishment was more 
probation + community service. 

The society's cost solely for lawyer and  
plaintiff's counsel in the  cases was SEK 
192,616. Despite  the fact that the man lacks 
Swedish citizenship and Nigeria is a 
democratic,  non-belligerent  country,  it  was 
never claimed  expulsion. 

Blekinge TR B 2868-12, 2013-03-22 and 
B 583-14, 2014-09-18 

Penalties for sexual harassment 
Half of  the sentences imposed  for sexual harassment, 49%, result in fines alone  . 91.27% of these 
sex offenders are not sentenced to a single day in prison. 

The three harshest punishments are due to the fact that  more serious minor offenses have 
drawn the penalty value.  The sentence of  2 years 3 months included,  among other things,  

Explanation of color codes in the charts 

Non-Swedish citizen Swedish citizen   
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Attempted aggravated assault, that  of 1 year  6 months also  included Aggravated violation of  
women's rights, while the sentence of 1   year 3  months probably consisted mainly of Preparation 
for public devastation.  

The harshest punishment where Sexual harassment was the only charge is 1 year in prison.  
Sexual harassment can be  said  to be often  at the bottom of a chain of charges claimed by 
prosecutors. The higher sentences are similar to other  headings  such as Sexual assault and 
Attempted rape but do not meet those  headings in the  legal sense, according to  the  court's 
assessment. 

Not counting the three convictions in which the  auxiliary offences raised the   penalty value 
above the maximum,  these over fifteen hundred  convictions have  resulted in a total prison term 
of 34  years   9 months. It gives an approximate prison term  of  8 days for each conviction in cases 
of sexual harassment. 

Penalty, Sexual harassment       

Daily fines 770  Probation, 

Community Service 
24  1 month 36  8 months 4 

Conditional 37 Courtessee.care 20 2 months 34 9 months 1 

Conditional, Daily Fines 197 Youth care 44 3 months 18 1 year 2 

Conditional,  
Community service 

81 Youth Service 85 4 months 14 1 year 3 months 1 

Probation 165 Youth Care, Youth 

Service 
3 5 months 1 1 year 6 months 1 

Probation, Daily fines 6 14 days 2 6 months 22 2 years 3 months 1 

Categories of sexual harassment 
Most convictions where sexual harassment is the  main crime have been investigated and 
categorized according to the type of act committed. It would have been possible to sort  even more 
categories, but   the main purpose was to sort   the  items into  a separate category from other 
categories. 

The crime involves many types  of  acts, sometimes a combination of different ones in the 
same sentence.  Therefore, the  categories are ranked on a scale where the most serious deed 
determines the category.   

Groping is most serious because it directly violates a victim's physical integrity. It has four 
subcategories: 

Groping sexual parts – When an offender  groped  someone's chest, butt or  sex 
(whether  with hands, crotch or   objects),  or  when an offender forced    the victim to 
endear his sexual parts. 
Petty groping – When an offender touched the  victim's body  in addition to  sexual 
parts,  or  forced the victim to touch his or her  body.  Case in point is  rubbing someone's 
thighs or kissing them against their will. 
Homo – All the groping with homosexual touch against victims from adolescence 
upwards.  Children – Allt groping against victims who are 12 years old or younger, 
regardless of gender. 
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Blotation is deliberate exposure of  genitalia, graded more serious if  the offender also masturbated 
in front of the victims.  

Flukt is  when the perpetrator sneaks peeks, or surreptitiously films, someone who is naked.   It also 
includes  acts committed  through coercion, such as  someone pulling down a woman's bra to  see 
her breasts. Since 2013, surreptitious filming has been titled under the own crime of offensive 
photography, which  also includes some other situations of surreptitious filming.  

Tal are forms of harassment  that have occurred through comments or obscene gestures in physical 
presence, from offensive gender words to calls for sexual acts. 

Remote is the category that has been assessed as the least serious and includes all actions that have 
taken place remotely.   Most of these crimes involve  sending  sexual text messages, penis pictures 
and the like,  but can also involve sex chatting with underage victims.  

General distribution of categories, all judgments,  2012–2017 

Tassels 38,23%  Blotter 8.14%  Remote 16.59% 

Small tassel 6,50% Masturbation 10.09% Other 0.69% 

Tassel, HS 1,20% Speech 4.04%  

Grope, 

children 
6,50% Ffluent 1.01% 

Categories of sexual harassment  by region The graphs show proportional 

distribution for categories ofRemote Tafs, HS sexual   harassment  for 

offenders with origins from oli-  
ca regions, with the exception  of Asia  because 68.9% of Asia-
NumberSmalltafs 

ter convicted  of Sexual harassment come from Afghanistan. FflytareTafs 
About a quarter of European men  have  committed crimes remotely, a quarter 

are blotters  ,  while half have groped.  BlotterTafs, Children Men from other regions have to 
a greater extent groped—Masturbation for Africans more than  three-quarters.  
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South Americans and men from the  Middle East are convicted  of about the same proportion 
of tassels, around  two-thirds. However,   South Americans are judged in greater proportion for 
groping  children than alla other  regions.  
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Country groups by  type of harassment category 
The   table shows the  proportional distribution of  the type of sexual harassment convicted  for 
each country group, by countries with 5 or more convicted offenders.    The list is sorted by how 
manyindividuals  have been convicted. 

Country Tafs Petty Tafs, HS Tafs, Child Blotter Masturbation Speech Falters Remote Other 

Sweden 29.7% 3,8% 1,4% 5,0% 8,4% 9,8% 4,7% 1,3% 25,6% 0,6% 

Iraq 61.5% 6,0% 1,2% 7,2% 3,6% 8,4% 4,8%  7,2%  

Afghanistan 54.9% 8,5%  13,4% 3,7% 13,4%   3,7%  

Yugoslavia 31,6% 8,8% 1,8% 3,5% 7,0% 15,8%  1,8% 14,0% 1,8% 

Syria 50,9% 26,4%  1,9% 3,8% 7,6%  1,9% 5,7%  

Finland 32,7% 4,1%  10,2% 14,3% 12,2% 4,1%  18,4%  

Somalia 42,9% 11,9% 7,1% 4,8% 14,3% 4,8% 4,8% 2,4% 2,4% 2,4% 

Eritrea 54,3% 17,1%  11,4% 2,9%  2,9%  2,9%  

Iran 58,1% 16,1%  3,2% 6,5% 3,2% 3,2%  6,5%  

Turkey 35,7% 7,1%   21,4% 14,3% 10,7% 10,7%  

Lebanon 42,1% 5,3%  5,3% 15,8% 10,5% 10,5% 5,3%  

Romania 41,2%   5,9%  35,3%  5,9% 5,9% 

Poland 37,5% 6,3%  18,8% 6,3% 12,5% 6,3% 6,3%  

Colombia 40,0% 13,3%  13,3% 26,7%   6,7%  

Palestine 46,2% 7,7%  15,4%  15,4% 15,4%   

Ethiopia 41,7% 16,7%  8,3% 16,7% 8,3% 8,3%   

Morocco 58,3%   8,3% 8,3% 8,3%  8,3%  

Chile 45,5%   18,2%  27,3%    

Denmark 30,0%   10,0% 10,0% 10,0%  30,0%  

Norway 20,0%   10,0%  40,0% 10,0% 10,0%  
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Tunisia 30,0% 20,0%   10,0% 30,0% 10,0%   

Bulgaria 22,2%   11,1% 44,4% 11,1%    

Lithuania 88,9%      11,1%   

Algeria 25,0% 12,5%  12,5% 12,5% 25,0% 12,5%   

Egypt 66,7% 16,7%  16,7%      

Greece 50,0% 16,7%      16,7%  

India 16,7% 33,3%    33,3%  16,7%  

Nigeria 100,0%        

Thailand 33,3% 16,7% 33,3%      

Germany 50,0%  16,7%    33,3%  

Bangladesh 60,0%    40,0%    

Bolivia 40,0%  20,0% 20,0%   20,0%  

Ecuador 20,0% 40,0%   20,0%  20,0%  

Islamic 

Republic of 

Pakistan 

80,0%   20,0%     

Assault rapes 
It's hard to grade levels of hell for rape 
victims, but this type is near the  bottom of 
the depths. They  are often characterized by 
heavy violence before the rape even begins, 
expressions  of a   hatred for a wild stranger 
that is difficult to understand.  Sexual 
satisfaction often seems  to  come  second, 
instead they  are driven by a morbid desire 
to crush another  person's life. 

This sexual terrorism, which spreads 
insecurity and restricts freedom for far more 
people than the  victim himself, takes on  

another frightening dimension 
inthat it is difficult to protect 
oneself against them.  Few 
women expect the doorbell  to  
ring one evening,  and outside 
stands a completely unknown 
man, prepared to brutally rape 
them.  

I've used a narrow 
definition of assault rape.  On 
the one hand, perpetrators and 
victims  must be completely 
unfamiliar to each other 
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Anna went home alone through Söderhamn one 
night after she stopped working.  A Syrian came up 
behind her  and followed  her for a while.   

She changed paths but the man continued to  
follow  suit and then  gave her two fist blows to the 
face. She fell over, then he kicked her hard in the 
head several times.  

The man let her up  and said in broken 
Swedish, "fuck." He  then dragged the woman into a 
wooded area, tore off her  clothes and raped her 
vaginally.  

After the incident, she had a sore  face and  
couldn't look in  the mirror for weeks.  

The prosecutor had not sought  deportation. 

The Court of Appeal reduced the sentence from 31/2  
years  to 3 years. 

Hudiksvalls TR B 1796-16, 2016-11-09 

previously, on the one hand, the rape must take place  
directly or  close in time after the meeting  and,  on 

the other hand,   the rape  must have 
taken place through restraint, threats or 
violence.    Thus, a  taxi driver who drives 
an unfamiliar customer to  a remote  
location and rapes her does  not count  as 
assault according to that criterion,  nor if 
a foreign man pulls so vande woman 
while train ride. 

A regional overview of  all assault 
rapes shows that  three-quarters are 
committed by men from the  Middle East 
and Africa, while perpetrators of origin 
from  the rest  of the  world share the  rest  
24,6%.  However, the overview weighs 
together both regions and types of assault 
rape. The deeper statistics further on 
about this type of rape reveal interesting 
differences between the groups. 

Country groups' share of assault rapes 
Somalis are the largest group of countries  convicted  of assault rape, followed by Eritreans and 
Algerians.  The table weighs together assault rapes labeled as normal degree and aggravated. 

Share of country groups  of  those convicted  of assault rape in 2012  –2017 

Somalia14.5%Afghanistan 4.4%Kenya 2.9%Yugoslavia 1.5%Pakistan     1.5%

  

Eritrea 8.7%Morocco 4.4%Tunisia 2.9%Cameroon 1.5%Russia    

 1.5%  

Algeria 7.3%Palestine 4.4%Bangladesh 1.5%Congo 1.5% Sudan    1.5%

  

Iraq 7.3%Romania 4.4%Bulgaria 1.5%Lebanon      1.5%Turkey  1.5%

   

Gambia 5.8%Sweden 4.4%Ghana 1.5%Libya     1.5%  

Syria 5.8%Finland 2.9%Jordan 1.5%  Nicaragua 1.5 %  

One early evening in August 2015  , a  woman was  
on a  romantic seaside outing with a male friend 
when she was thinking of going shopping for some 
food and drink. 

On the way back,  she  passed a Somali, who 
looked  to be tying his shoes.  Soon after, he came 
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up behind him. He  then restrained the woman while 
he put a hood over her head. 

The Somali pressed a knife to the woman's 
throat,  forcing her to crawl into  the reeds. He had 
threatened to  kill her  many times, so she thought 
he was going to drown her.  

The Somali pulled down the woman's panties and 
raped her first vaginally, then anally. 

Despite the fact that the convict lacked Swedish 
citizenship,   the prosecutor did not seek deportation.  

Gothenburg TR B 11224-15, 2016-04-27 

Country groups' factor for assault rapes 
An   Algerian man is unimaginable 541 times more likely to commit assault rape than  a Swedish 
man.   At the same time, it  can be established from the  factor that this is the most unusual type of 
rape Swedish men are convicted of. 

All country groups were included in the chart, so a separate table was not needed. 
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Country groups' residence status for assault rape 
  Nearly  two-thirds of  offenders 
convicted of assault rape, 63.7%, 
are asylum seekers or have a 
residence permit.  Just over one  
in four, 27.3%, are Swedish 
citizens, most of whom have   
either immigrated themselves or 
have  one or two parents who   
have done so.   Detailed figures 
are visible in the  graph on  the 
left. 

Court areas with the 

most assault rapes 
Metropolitan areas dominate the 
list  of  courts that have convicted 
the most number of assault rapes.  
An interesting exception is Falu 
(Dalarna) which comes in third 
place. It is possible to  interpret 
the list as a ranking of  which 
areas in Sweden  are the highest 
risk of  being subjected  to 

overfaat all.  

District courts – number of convicted assault rapes 2012–2017    

Stockholm 23  Solna 5  Attunda 2  Eksjö 1  Uddevalla 1 

Södertörn 8 Eskilstuna 4 Norrköping 2 Hässleholm 1 Vänersborg 1 

Falun 7 Hudiksvall 3 Skaraborg 2 Lulea 1 Orebro 1 

Gothenburg 6 Linköping 3 Uppsala 2 Lycksele 1   

Malmo 5 Nyköping 3 Växjö 2 Skellefteå 1 

The table below shows the proportion of assaults to  the total number of convicted rapists for the 
respective court areas.  More than one in four rapists convicted at Stockholm District Court have 
thus assaulted an alien victim.  Hudiksvall (Gävleborg) ends up not far behind, followed  by  
Eskilstuna (Södermanland) in third place.  

 Thus, it can  be stated that living in metropolitan areas  is not a guarantee of  avoiding assault 
rapes, but judging  by the  statistics,  some areas are safer than others from that very point of view. 

Alphabetical list of district courts that have  not convicted an assault rape: 

Alingsås, Blekinge, Borås, Gotland, Gällivare, Gävle, Halmstad, Helsingborg, Jönköping, Kalmar, 
Kristianstad, Lund, Mora, Nacka, Sundsvall, Södertälje, Umeå, Varberg, Värmland, Västmanland, 
Ystad, Ångermanland        , Östersund.  
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District courts – percent of convicted rapes are assaults in 2012–2017 

Stockholm 26.8% Falu 12.7%Linköping 7.9%Norrköping 6.9%Attunda    

 5.1%  

Hudiksvall 23.1% Hässleholm 11.1%Skaraborg 7.4%Gothenburg 6.6%  Uppsala 4.2

  % 

Eskilstuna 17.4% Malmö 11.1%Södertörn 7.2%Eksjö  5.3%Örebro  2.6%

  

Lycksele 14.3%Solna 9.4%Luleå 7.1%Uddevalla     5.3%  

Nyköping 14.3% Växjö 8.0% Skellefteå 7.1% Vänersborg 5.3% 

Type of assault rape by  country group 
  Somalis make up  the group  convicted of 
by far the  most assault rapes — almost as  
many as the next two groups combined.  

Gang rapes of completely unknown 
women have been committed by Algerians, 
Moroccans and Eritreans.   Individual 
perpetrators from Turkey, Syria and Sudan 
have also participated in this type of gang 
rape. In  this context, it is  noteworthy that 
no Somali has been convicted of group 
assault,  despite its enormous over-
representation in acts  carried out by 
individual offenders.  

The graph visualis the  ten largest 
groups while detailed information for 
countries and types is provided in the table. 

 Individual, 

vaginal 

individual, individual, 

individual,   

anal oral pulling 

Group, 

vaginal 

Group, 

oral 

Homo, 

anal 

Afghanistan 2    1 

Algeria 2  3   

Bangladesh   1    

Bulgaria   1    

Eritrea 3  1 2   

Finland 2      

Gambia 3 1     
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Ghana   1    

Iraq 1 2 2    

Jordan   1    

Yugoslavia 1      

Cameroon   1    

Kenya 2      

Congo  1     

Lebanon 1      

Libya 1      

Morocco 1   2   

Nicaragua 1      

Islamic Republic 

of Pakistan 
1      

Palestine 2 1     

Romania 3      

Russia  1     

Somalia 6  3   1 

Sudan     1  

Sweden 1 1 1    

Syria 3   1   

Tunisia   2    

Turkey    1  
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Gang rapes 
   The chart on  the left gives a regional 
overview of  rapists convicted of raping in 
group form. It shows that 40% were 
committed by men of Middle  Eastern 
descent, a  fifth by  African men,   and a 
quarter  by    men of  descent in Asia.  Asians 
in this case  are synonymous with Afghans.  
Some perpetrators are  of Bolivian and 
Colombian descent while a few more are 
from unknown land.  

In three additional cases,  the country 
group could not be determined, but  
regional origin. These are included  in the  
regionaldiag frame but not in the table or 
calculation of factor.  Such cases  are usually 
due to the fact that the  parents of the 
offender  were born in different countries of 
the same continent.  

Country groups' share of gang 

rapes 
Afghans are the single largest group of countries to commit gangrape, followed by  Iraqis and 
Somalis.  The table weighs together group aged rapes labeled as normal grade and coarse. 

Share of country groups  of  convicted of gang rape in 2012–2017 

Afghanistan 24.8% Sweden 6.7%Colombia 1.9%Finland 1.0%Poland     1.0%

  

Iraq 15.2% Algeriet 3.8% Kuwait 1.9%Ghana 1.0% Sudan   1.0%  

Somalia 9.5% Tunisia 3.8% Romania 1.9% Jordan 1.0% Syria 1.0% Eritrea 6.7% Morocco 2.9% Bolivia 1.0% 

Lebanon 1.0% Unclear 1.9% Iran 6.7% Turkey 2.9% Ethiopia 1.0% Palestine       1.0   %   

 In 2000, BRÅ published the report Statistics on gang rapes,  which analyzes the past decade. 

"Of the people   suspected of gang rape in  the 1990s,  58  percent were  Swedes, 32  
percent  immigrants (foreign-born  and  registered in Sweden) and 10  percent were 
people who were  not registered in Sweden. One-quarter of Swedes had an  
immigrantbackground (at least one parent born abroad)." 

BRÅ's report focuses on reported crimes, not convictions  as in this investigation.  According to this 
survey's definition  of Swedish men  as native-born  with two    native-born  parents   , 43.5% of gang 
violence in the  90s was committed by  Swedish men against 6.7% in the years 2012–2017. 
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Country groups' factor for gang rapes 
Like the previous chapter,  this list is also topped  by the highest factor by Algerians. Algerians are 
60% more likely to  gang-rape compared to   the next three groups.  The difference between Swedes 
and Algerians is an astronomical 16,970%. It almost gives  the impression that Afghans have a meek 
factor of just over ten thousand percent larger than Swedish men. 

Many Arabs  are both born and live in Kuwait as guest workers. It is unknown how many 
convicts belong to the  indigenous people of the oil-rich Gulf state, admittedly  quite few if you 
compare with other Muslim developed countries whose citizens did  not appear at all  in the survey. 

 

Country groups' residence status for gang rape 
Just over 60%  of  offenders convicted of 
gang rape are asylum seekers or have a 
residence permit.  One third are Swedish 
citizens;      Two-thirds of them have  either  
immigrated themselves or have  parents 
who have done so.   Detailed figures are 
shown in the pie chart. 

There is a marked difference  
compared to the corresponding figures for 
assault rapes.  On the one hand, the all-
Swedish group is twice as large, and on the 
other hand,  many gang rapes are carried 
out by Swedish citizens compared to the 
previous  type. This suggests  that gang rape  
is  less likely  to be a newly imported 
problem but is more deeply rooted in some 
groups. 
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Court areas with the most gang rapes 
As with assault rapes,  metropolitan areas dominate the  list of courts that have convicted the  most 
number of  gang rapes in  the last five years, again  with the interesting exception of Falu (Dalarna) 
where it  thus, more gang rapes were convicted than areas such as Gothenburg and Malmö. It is 
possible to  interpret  the  list on the left as a ranking of which areas in Sweden  are most likely to  
be subjected to assault rape.   Calculated per capita  ,  the risk is  clearly greatest around Borlänge 
and  Falun both for group and assault.  

District courts and number of convicted gang rapes 2012–2017 

Solna 18 Västmanland 8 Växjö 4 Hudiksvall  2  Ångermanland 2 

Uppsala 17 Stockholm 6 Örebro 4 Jönköping 2 Gotland 1 

Falu 14 Ystad 6 Eskilstuna 3 Linköping 2 Lund 1 

Gothenburg 14 Borås 5 Skellefteå 3 Nacka 2 Skaraborg 1 

Södertörn 10 Malmö 4 Östersund 3 Norrköping 2 

Eksjö 9 Södertälje 4 Helsingborg  2  Varberg 2 

The table below shows the  proportion of rapists  who acted in groups to  the total number of 
convicted rapists for the respective court areas.   Ystad unchallenged tops  this list, followed 
somewhat unexpectedly by Eksjö (eastern Jönköping County) before we come to our ownlarge 
metropolitan area with Uppsala. Thus, it can  be stated that living outside metropolitan areas  is not 
a guarantee to avoid gang rapes, but  judging by the  statistics,  some areas are safer than others  
from that very point of view. 

Alphabetical list of district courts that did  not convict any gang rape: 

Alingsås, Attunda, Blekinge, Gällivare, Gävle, Halmstad, Hässleholm, Kalmar, Kristianstad,   

Luleå, Lycksele, Mora, Nyköping, Sundsvall, Uddevalla, Umeå, Vänersborg  , Värmland  

District courts – percentage of convicted cases are group 2012  –2017  

Ystad 60.0% Borås 22.7% Östersund 14.3%Varberg 9.5%Norrköping  6.9%

  

Eksjö 47.4%Skellefteå 21.4%Eskilstuna 13.0%Södertörn 9.0% Lund    
 5.9%  

Uppsala 35.4% Södertälje 21.1%Gotland 11.1% Malmö 8.9% Linköping 5.3%  

Solna 34.0% Växjö16.0%Stockholm 10.7%Helsingborg 8.7%Skaraborg    3.7%

  

Falu 25,5%Gothenburg  15,4%Örebro  10,5% Jönköping 8,7%  

Västmanl. 23.5%Hudiksvall  15.4% Nacka 9.5%Ångermanl .  7.4% 
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Type of gang rape by  country group 
Afghans are  in unchallenged leadership with  
the most convicted gang rapists — out of 85 
convicted,  26  are Afghans.    However, 
Iraqis have been convicted of slightly more 
gang rapes in which the  victim is a woman. 

The statistics overlap in part with 
assault rapes as there are cases where a  
group of perpetrators attacked a woman  
completely unknown to them. It is 
interesting that, despite a huge 
overrepresentation in      gang rapes,  
Afghans have still not been convicted of 
assaulting and raping foreign women in 
groups. 

For reasons of space, the chart  
visualizes the ten largest grups while 
detailed information for all countries and 
types is in the  table. 

Country Classic Eliminated Assault Homo 

Afghanistan 10 5  11 

Algeria 1  3  

Bolivia 1    

Colombia 1 1   

Eritrea 3 2 2  

Ethiopia 1    

Finland 1    

Ghana 1    

Iraq 8 8   

Iran 2 3  2 

Jordan 1    

Kuwait 2    

Lebanon 1    

Morocco 1  2  
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Palestine  1   

Poland  1   

Romania 2    

Somalia 8 2   

Sudan   1  

Sweden 3 4   

Syria   1  

Tunisia 3 1   

Turkey 1 1 1  

 Attempted rape 
Around half of adult rape attempts  are  
assaults  on women by foreign perpetrators, 
which in these cases manages to be averted 
before the rape is completed. It  is part of 
the circumstances that offenders who 
assault victims outdoors have a higher 
chance of  being stopped by witnesses. 

The  other  scant half of attempted 
rape targets a rash victim, be it  for alcohol, 
sleep or other reasons.  

There is also a relatively small 
proportion of offenders who participated   in  
gang rapes but   who have  not fully 
participated in   the rape and have therefore 
been convicted of the attempted crime.   
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There are  80  convictions  
for  attempted rape  (both 
normal and aggravated) in the  
survey,  however, attempted 
rape directed at children  
consists of only 9 convictions,  
which are shown by the gram. It  
is  not possible to say as much 
about them, especially since 
there is a wide spread of the 
categories. It might have been 
possible to say  that  most  
aggravated child rape attempts 
are assaults on girls in their 
younger teens, as it is the only 
category that ticks out  , but the 

 The rough title consists of only 3 judgments. 

The regional overview of offenders convicted of attempted rape shows  interesting differences 
compared to completed titles.  Fewer Europeans are convicted of attempted  rape  than of   rape, 
but more  Europeans have  been convicted    of attempting the more serious crime.  Europeans' 
share for attempted child rape is slightly lower than for completed ones.   

  More Africans are convicted of  attempted rape   and especially attempted  aggravated rape 
compared to completed crimes. 
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  most sexual crimes,  far from anywhere near  representing  90% of convicted offenders. 

Deportation as part of attempted rape conviction 
 Prosecutors do not seek deportation in 
almost half of the  cases involving attempted 
rape of the  normal degree, even though  the 
defendant is  not a Swedish citizen.  

The perpetrators are deported in  just 
over one in three cases (36%), however, in only 
five to ten years.   After that,  they  can re-visit 
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and seek asylum again, according to current 
rules. 

There are two serious attempted 
crimes committed by foreign nationals.  The 
deportation claim was rejected  in  one case 
but granted in  the other in ten years.  

A night out in diversity Sweden, Aug.  4,  2015. 
Sandra  and  her friends Sammy and Tobias had been 
to the pub.  On their way home through the  city 
park, they  met an Afghan who wanted to offer them  
liquor. They ignored him. Tobias got in  his car while 
Sandra peed behind a hedge.  Then Sammy  saw the 
man from before.  

Shortly afterthat, the  man slams Sammy's 
head  with the liquor bottle so he falls down. Sandra 
starts screaming but  soon received a hard blow to 
the  back of the head herself.  The Afghan 
subsequently  laid over  her  and tried to rape her.  

During the trial, the prosecutor  requested  
deportation, which was rejected by the court 
because they believed the Afghan had strong ties to 
Swedish society.  

Linköpings TR B 3989-15, 2016-05-19 

Penalties for attempted rape 

 Attempted Rape 

Conditional,  1 
Daily fines 
Probation 2 
Youth Care 1 
Youth Care,  2 

Youth Service 
Sl.uv. 3 months 1 
Sl.uv. 4 months 1 
Sl.uv. 6 months 1 
8 months 3 
9 months 1 
10 months 5 
1 year 17 
1 year 2 months 1 
1 year 3 months 13 

1 year  4 months 4 
1 year 6 months 11 
1 year 7 months 1 
1 year 8 months 1 
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The most common punishment for those  convicted of  
attempted rape is one year in prison, then a sentence of 
up to two years.  The average value of punishment is 1 
year 31/2 months.  Some cases have also  been sentenced 
to three years, which is also the most common sentence 
for the aggravated charge.   

  The average  sentence for attempted aggravated rape 
is 2 years 61/2 months  . (Inpatient juvenile detention 

was not counted in averages.) 
Aggravated attempted   rape of  a child resulting  in 

imprisonment consisted of three convictions, which were distributed 
according to the following diagram.   

Probation is the most common penalty for attempted rape of  children of the normal degree. 

After a nice night on the  
town with good friends 
during  the Christmas 
holidays in  2015,  the 
woman walked home 
alone through Stockholm   
early in the morning. The 
comrades had traditionally partied at several nightspots in the  
inner city.  Suddenly she  felt someone pulling on her jacket 
collar from behind  , shortly thereafter she  received a fist blow 
to the head that was so hard  she fell over.   Lying on her 
stomach,  she was drowned out by more fist blows to the 
head.  Fear of death gripped  her before she lost 
consciousness.  When she snapped,  she  was still lying on the 
ground in  the middle of  winter,  her panties at  her knees and 
her purse gone. 

The technical investigation led  to a man from Uganda 
and concluded that the  African had been triggered by the  
violence, before the rape even began.  The Court of Appeal 
sentenced Rodney tofive years in prison for attempted 
aggravated rape and robbery.  The African had been granted 
citizenship in 2002 and could not be deported. 

There were no more party nights in town for  the 
woman.  Panic attacks came to restrict both her freedom of 
movement and social interaction. 

Enea HR B 3154-16, 2016-06-08 

Type of attempted rape by  country group 
The table shows the  number of convicted offenders by country, sorted in descending order 
according to the  left column. 

  Attempts at:   

2 years 6 
2 years 6 months 1 
3 years 1 

 Attempted 

aggravated rape 
Youth Care,  1 

Youth Service 
3 months 1 
3 years 2 
4 years 1 

5 years 1 

 Attempted rape of a 

child 

  Attempted aggravated 

rape of a child 
Probation 4 Forensic psychiatric care 1 
Youth Care and 1 Youth 

Service 
2 years 1 

1 year 6 months 2 4 years 6 months 1 
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Country Rape Aggravated 

rape 

Rape vs . Aggravated Rape 

child vs. child 

Sweden 12 2 4 1 

Iraq 12  1 1 

Afghanistan 6 1   

Eritrea 6 1 1  

Somalia 6    

Turkey 4    

Finland 3    

Poland 3    

Ethiopia 3    

Mongolia 2    

Tunisia 2    

Portugal 1    

Slovakia 1    

Gambia 1    

Congo 1    

Senegal 1    

Bolivia 1    

Guatemala 1    

Egypt 1    

Lebanon 1    

Morocco 1    

Palestine 1    

Syria 1  1  

United States    1 
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Nigeria  1  

Uganda  1  

Sexual coercion 
The title, which means exactly what it 
sounds like, can be  said to be between 
sexual harassment and attempted rape.   
Many acts were originally claimed as 
attempted rape, though the court found 
only the  coercion substantiated but not the 
intent. 

The largest groups of countries are 
shown  in the  graph, while the regional 
overview of all convicts is presented in the  
table. They both show  a weighting of 
headings (Attempt,  Sexual Coercion,  and 
Gross Sexual Coercion.)  Asia, in this context, 
is  synonymous with 

Afghanistan. 

The expanded 
table below shows 
the number of 

convicted 
individuals by country group and crime classification, by countries with 
more than one convicted offender.  

Type of sexual coercion by  country group 

Sexual Coercion Attempted  Aggravated  Sexual 

Sexual CoercionCoercion   

Sweden 25 1 3 

Afghanistan  5  5 

Iraq 4 

Somalia 3 

Iran 2 1 

Turkey 2 1 

Yugoslavia 2 

Congo 2 

Syria 2 

Finland  1  1 

Europe 52,9% 

Asia 14,3% 

Mean 21,4% 

Africa 8,6% 

South America 2,9% 
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Adopted offenders 
The Swedish Agency for Family Law and Parenthood Support (MfoF) has 
assisted the survey with statistics on how many children  have been 
adopted to Sweden.  The agency's statistics  were not broken down by 
gender, but  a  simple halving can be estimated to come close to how 
many adoped were   supposedly boys. (SCB for  detailed statistics but 
only from the year 2000 onwards.) 

The statistics, on the other hand, were  divided annually, so it was 
possible to set a cut-off point at  the last year offenders were born  that  
appear in the  crime statistics sthat form  the  basis of the survey. In  
other words, I didn't  include adoptees born in   2002 or later because 
they don't appear among convicts.  The groups that were included  are  
the ones with the most convicted offenders who are adopted. 

Children who are  adopted to Sverige are counted as foreign-born  
in Statistics Sweden's statistics.  The table below shows both   the 
proportion   of  the male population for each country group  is adopted 
and  the    proportion of  convicted offenders from a particular group 
adop- 
terad.  Example: 8.2%  of Bolivian men  living in Sweden are adopted by 
Swedish parents. In   this survey, 16 men  of Bolivian descent have been convicted of  sexual 
offences. Of these 16 Bolivians  convicted of  sexual offences, two were  adopted, representing  
12.5%. 

Percentage of adopted male  befolking  Percentage  of gm adoptees 

Country Male 

population 
Adopted Percent of 

adoptees 
 Total, all of which adop- % adopte- 

crime terade gm rade gm 

Bolivia 2290 188 8,2% 16 2 12,5% 

Brazil 2959 370 12,5% 6 4 66,7% 

Chile 14128 1088 7,7% 45 7 15,6% 

Colombia 6077 2420 39,8% 37 24 64,9% 

Ecuador 1269 192 15,1% 10 3 30,0% 

Republic of 

the 

Philippines 

2925 109 3,7% 9 1 11,1% 

India 13289 3270 24,6% 11 6 54,5% 

Poland 40700 693 1,7% 44 1 2,3% 

Sri Lanka 3121 1694 54,3% 9 6 66,7% 

South Korea 4308 4024 93,4% 10 8 80,0% 

Thailand 8671 826 9,5% 27 5 18,5% 

Viet Nam 8149 705 8,7% 5 2 40,0% 

Number of adoptees up to 

and including  

in 2001, both sexes 
Bolivia 376 
Brazil 739 
Chile 2175 
Colombia 4840 
Ecuador 384 
Philippines 218 
India 6540 
Sri Lanka 3388 
Korea 8048 
Thailand 1651 
Poland 1386 
Vietnam 1409 
Source: Swedish Agency for 

Family Law and Parenthood 

Support 
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Source: Statistics Sweden  (SCB) Source: Swedish Agency for Family 

Law and Parenthood Support 

The survey thus shows  the surprising conclusion that adopted  offenders commit sexual crimes to 
a  greater extent than non-adopted men from  the same country group  . This relationship applies 
to almost all country groups, whether the men were born in Vietnam,  Chile, Poland or any  other 
country. The only exception is South Korea.  The differences are clearly visible  in the  diagram, 
which illustrates the  percentages from the  table. 
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http://www.statistikdatabasen.scb.se/pxweb/sv/ssd/START__BE__BE0101__BE0101Q/UtlSvBakgGrov/table/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=f45f90b6-7345-4877-ba25-9b43e6c6e299
http://www.statistikdatabasen.scb.se/pxweb/sv/ssd/START__BE__BE0101__BE0101Q/UtlSvBakgGrov/table/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=f45f90b6-7345-4877-ba25-9b43e6c6e299
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Gay rapes 
 Homosexual  rape  has been mentioned in  
passing in  previous chapters and is thus 
compiled  in this.   

Initially  , it  can be stated that 
homosexual rapes say as  little about  
homosexuals  as other rapes say about   
heterosexuals.  Gay rapes he often, but not 
always, dabbles more about power and 
humiliation than about sexual desire.  

The regional overview shows that 
men  of Asian descent have committed half 
of gay rapes in recent years.  Asian descent 
is synonymous in   this respect with 
Afghans, who are the only country group 
from that region to have been involved in 
gay rapes.  

Notable in the other direction is that 
no men of South American descent have 
been convicted of this category of  rapes.  
Even Africans have a low frequency 
compared to their representation vid other rapes. 

A little simplified, it  can be said that  Afghans commit  half of gay rapes while Arabs and 
Europeans commit a quarter each.  

Country groups' share of gay rapes 
The   statistics on the number of homosexual rapes per country group make it clear that Afghans 
commit almost as  manyas the other groups combined.   Gay rape appears to be an abuse  
committed by many  different groups, especially many groups from the Arab world.   
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Homo rapes' share over time 
From 2015 onwards,  convictions  for 
homorapes, as part of total   rapes,  have 
increased significantly.  Before that, the 
average was  3.7% while over the past two 
years it  is  10.7%. More than  one in ten 
convicted rapists today have raped  
another man. 

It would be hard to think of any 
explanation  other than the massmigration 
of Afghans that has taken place from 2014 
onwards;  Since the investigation is  over 
convictions,   there is a natural delay 
between the crime and the  final sentence.   

If homorapes   are  divided by category  
and year, another  supposed effect of 

afghansk mass immigration is visible, as 
homo rapes that take place in groups 

have now  become the most common 
category. For 2016-2017, as 

average, 6.55% of all rapists  convicted  of  
specifically gang-raping men.   As a 
percentage of  gay rapes, gang rapists are 
in  the majority — in 2016, 67% were in  
group form and so far  in 2017  it is 56% of 
convicts.   

 In these cases, it is often possible to 
ascertain the origin of the victims, at least 
in broad terms. The specific identity is 
usually covered by  confidentiality but 
when the lawsuit  states  that the plaintiff  
has an interpreter need for dari or the 
description  of the act  tells us that   the 
rape occurred on asylum seekers, it  is 
possible to draw obvious conclusions. Of    
the group homorapes  in this survey, 
where the victim's ancestry has been  
ascertained,   80%  of  offenders have been 
convicted of gang-raping a foreign man.  

Court areas with the most gay 

rapes 
Uppsala court district has convicted by  far the most gay rapists, followed by Falu (Dalarna).  
Västmanland and Ystad have also convicted relatively many, after which the  crime is spread across  
the country. It is noteworthy that metropolitan areas do  not rank higher in the  list, rather they  are 
underrepresented in relation to population size for this type of rape.   
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21 district courts, fewer than half, have  ruled in gay rape cases. Those  who haven't are in 
alphabetical order: 
Alingsås, Attunda, Blekinge, Eskilstuna, Gotland, Gällivare, Gävle, Helsingborg, Hudiksvall, 
Hässleholm, Kalmar, Kristianstad, Lund, Lycksele, Mora, Nacka, Nyköping, Skellefteå, Sun dsvall, 
Södertälje, Uddevalla, Umeå, Vänersborg       , Värmland, Östersund. 

District courts and number of convicted homosexual rapes 2012  –2017    

Uppsala 7  Halmstad 2  Södertörn 2  Norrköping 1  Orebro 1 
Falun 5 Linköping 2 Växjö 2 Skaraborg 1   
Westmanland 3 Lulea 2 Eksjö 1 Stockholm 1 
Ystad 3 Malmö 2 Gothenburg 1 Varberg 1 
Boras 2 Solna 2 Jonkoping 1 Ångermanland 1 

The table below shows the proportion of gay rapists  to  the total number of convicted rapists for 
the respective court areas.   Ystad tops the list where almost one in three have assaulted  a male 
victim. Uppsala is still high even in this comparison.  

District courts – percent of convicted rapes are homorapes 2012–2017  

Ystad 30,0%  Falun 9,1%  Varberg 4,8%  Regret manl.  3.7%  Gothenburg 1,1% 
Uppsala 14,6% Westmanl. 8,8% Malmo 4,4% Norrköping 3,4%  
Lulea 14,3% Växjö 8,0% Jonkoping 4,3% Örebro 2.6% 
Halmstad 13,3% Eksjö 5,3% Solna 3,8% Södertörn 1.8% 
Boras 9,1% Linköping 5,3% Skaraborg 3,7% Stockholm 1,8% 

"In    that case,   we'd still like to see  
the full  context where our name 
would possibly then figure, so if you 
can send the full draft report. Thank 
you!" 

The last email from the  press office of  
a  well-known LGBTQ organization, 
which did  not want to specify what 
this draft would be - but they possibly 
had   a premonition.  The organization 
had been notified of the  statistics on  
gay rapes beforehand  and onthe 
comments of the defendant.  

Type of gay rape divided by courts 
District courts - number of homosexual rapes by court 
and category 2012–2017 

Court Classic Ruled Assault Group 

Boras 2 
Eksjö 1 
Falu 1 1  3 
Gothenburg 1 
Halmstad 2 
Jönköping 1 
Linköping 2 
Lulea 1 1  
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Homosexual rape targets  a  certain type 
of  victim  and   is thus not a 
comprehensive category of rape in the 
same way as assault  and group.  
Therefore, it  is possible to examine the  
distribution of categories.  

  It appears that homogroup rapes  
are a major reason why Uppsala ranks 
high overall and that Ystad has the  
highest percentage of homo rapes  
relative to the total number of   rapes. 

Type of gay rape by  country group 
43% of  convicted gay rapes of adult 
victims are gang rapes;   Of these, 85%  
have been committed by Afghans.  

Finally,  1.4% of   the convictions for 
attempted rape were homosexual.   The 

chart in that chapter showed 1.3% 
because it counted  two headings 

together and aggravated attempted rape 
against homosexuals was missing. 

Prostitution 
Prostitution brott consists  of three main 
classifications;  pandering,  the purchase 
of sexual  service and the purchase of 
sexual   acts by children. Three related 
headings also occur  in the  form  of  
Aggravated Pandering and attempted 
purchase of sexual favor/act. There are 
also some    particularly unusual headlines, 
concerning an Iraqi who was convicted of 

Malmö 2 
Norrköping 1 
Skaraborg 1 
Solna 2 
Stockholm 1 

Södertörn  1  1 
Uppsala 2 5 
Varberg 1 
Västmanland 3 
Växjö 2 
Ystad 3 
Ångermanland 1 
Orebro 1 

 Classic Eliminated Assault Group 

Afghanistan 2  1 11 

Iran    2 

Yemen 1    

Yugoslavia 1    

Morocco 1    

Palestine  1   

Somalia 1  1  

Sweden 4 1   

Tunisia 1    

Turkey  1   

Austria  1   
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aiding and abetting the purchase of sexual services (for driving a comrade) and  a Swede who was 
convicted of attempted pandering. 

Offenders      convicted  of engaging in some form of pandering are 95.5% European. Similarly,  
91.5%  of  those who tried or carried out sex purchases of teenagers have  a European background, 
however,  many overseas men have looked at its demographics from the Middle East in particular   
convicted  of sex purchase by adult prostitutes. 

 

Share of country groups  of those convicted  of prostitution offences in 

2012  –2017 
Broken down by country,  57  % of  men convicted  of pandering offences in recent years are 
Romanians, while they make up only 0.72%  of  those  convicted of buying sexual services. Despite 
the fact that  95% of pandering crimes were committed by Europeans, Swedish men account for 
only a quarter. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Children in this context are virtually ( 
tantamount to teenagers over the age of 15, otherwise 
will be titled Child Rape.) 
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Convictions for the purchase of sexual services are spread across many country groups and 
suggest  that this crime is a ubiquitous  phenomenon.   However, the overrepresentation of  Iraqi 
men, in the  number of individuals, stands out in  the statistics.  

For similar crimes against younger prostitutese, Purchase of  sexual act by children,  the   
overrepresentation of Swedes stands  out in the statistics. Children in this context mean people 
between the ages of  15 and 18.  Since the sexual authority in Sweden begins at 15 years of age and 
it is  a question of voluntary employees, it  is thus  the payment itself that   is illegal.  

 

Pimping  

Romania 25 

Sweden 11 

Lithuania 3 

Finland 2 

United Kingdom 1 

Thailand 1 

Tunisia 1 
 

 

Purchase of sexual act by children 

Sweden 41 

Finland 2 

Afghanistan 1 

Iraq 1 

Turkey 1 

Vietnam 1 
 

Purchase of sexual service       

Sweden 63  Lebanon 3  Somalia 2  Eritrea 1  Romania 

Iraq 20 Finland 2 Sri Lanka 2 Estonia 1 Russia 

Yugoslavia 7 Gambia 2 South 

Korea 
2 Republic of the Philippines 1 Spain 

Poland 5 Morocco 2 Thailand 2 India 1 Tunisia 

Turkey 5 Palestine 2 Algeria 1 Italy 1 Viet Nam 

Iran 3 Peru 2 Denmark 1 Lithuania 1 Vaguely 

The tables add up related headings to its main offense, such as aggravated pandering  to pandering.    
A full account  of  countries and crime classification can be found at the  end of the chapter. 

The plaintiff in pandering cases 
Pandering is one of the few  sexual crimes in which the  identity of the plaintiff   is  usually not 
covered by  confidentiality, which allows for the study of who   is affected.   Out of respect for  the 
victims, I have not dug  very deep,  but the  categorization is based on the names and circumstantial 
sentences mentioned in the respective judgments. 

 There are plaintiffs in 41 out of 44 pandering cases and their widely categorized ancestry is 
distributed according to the chart below . 
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91% of victims in  sentences for aggravated pandering are  foreign, as are nearly  two-thirds  of  
victims in   pandering  of the normal degree.  

The statistics reflect a common practice, especially among  Romanian men,  to travel here 
with already prostituted women from their home country to  sell sex.  The men arrange 
accommodation, manage contact with customers and post  annonser on escort sites.  However, it 
is also frequent  that  women from the men's home country are  lured here under  the pretense that  
they will work with cleaning and the like, but once there they  are deprived of his passport and is 
placed under  the  control of the coupler. 

As shown by  the country statistics, far from all those convicted  of pandering are Romanians, 
but similar approaches have also been used by other country groups.  
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Country groups' factor in prostitution crimes 
Similarly, through what  appears to be organized 
and systematic prostitution of  Romanian women 
who have  come here, Romanian men have an 
unimaginably high factor of 36.53 for pandering.  In 
other words, a  Romanian man is  more than  a 
hundred  times more likely to be convicted of 
pandering than a Swede.  

Even Lithuanian men have a  high factor of,  
what it seems, the same causes but on a much 
smaller scale than organized Romanian 
prostitution.  

Swedish men,  on the other hand, have the  
highest factor in the crime of  Purchase of sexual 
acts by children. Those most   likely to buy sexual 
services from adults  are,  in turn,  Gambians, Sri 
Lankans and Peruvians. However, this offense is 
distributed relatively evenly over many 
country groups and the biggest explanation for the number is the  size of the male population — 
Iraqis thus have  a relatively low factor, despite being   the  largest group of sex buyers next  after 
Swedish men, counted in individuals. 
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Residence status of offenders convicted of buying sex 
Every second sex buyer is  
Swedish, which   is not surprising 
considering the  statistics already 
reported. More      surprisingly, 
one in seven men convicted of 
buying  sexual services is an 
asylum seeker or has been 
granted a residence permit and 
therefore in most cases receives 
his livelihood from  Swedish 
Migration Agency. 

A third of sex buyers are 
first    or second generation 
immigrants.  

The remainingthousand for  
the other two headings, Pimping 

and Buying a  sexual act  by   a 
child, is uninteresting as most  of 

the  crimes in those categories 
were committed by Swedes or  

others EU citizens whose status 
is obvious by their country 

group. 

Expulsion as part of cupleridom 
Pimping cases have a particularly high 
frequency of  both requested and granted 
deportations as part  of the penalty. 45%  of   
foreigners convicted  of the normal degree  
of pandering are deported — for the  
aggravated The title is all of them. There  are  
several reasons for this, one is that most  
convicted foreigners are  EU citizens and 
there are no enforcement obstacles to 
deportations to those countries.  

 No   deportation requests have been 
made for any of the sex purchase offences, 
which is probably due to the fact  that the  
prosecutor has  only sought a fine from the  
outset and 
This does not include  the possibility of  seeking deportation. By  the  way, the statistics for 
deportations only include offenders who do not have Swedish citizenship. 
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Penalties for prostitution offences 
The most common penalty for pandering of the normal degree is six months in prison  with relatively 
even spread both above and below for other prison sentences. Those who are sentenced  to prison 
for pandering receive  an  average of  just under nine (8.83) months'  imprisonment, if  the   length 
of the sentences is spread out divided among the gs who are convicted to prison. 

Most people convicted of aggravated pandering receive two years in prison, which is the  
minimum sentence for that charge.  The average length of prison sentences is just under 2 years 2 
months (2.18).    

Courts can impose up to 8  years in prison for the serious crime, but sentencing values do not 
come  close to  the upper layer. It      is questionable what would be required for  courts to impose 
penalties on the scale made available by  lawmakers.  

In   the  vast majority of cases, offenders who buy sexual services from young people are 
sentenced to probationary measures, but prison sentences do occur, and then in an even spread of 
penalties. Those sentenced  to prison for the purchase of sexual acts   by  children  get    on average 
just under five months (4.75) while those  convicted of the attempted crime get three by one half 
month.  If you  add up the headings,  the average is about 4 months 1 week (4.3).  

No one  convicted   of buying sexual services from adults in this investigation has been 
sentenced to prison.  The penalty can betatistically rounded to a mere fine. 

 

Penalty, Pandering 

Conditional, 

Daily Fines 
1  4 months 3  1 year 3 months 2 

Conditional,  
Community 

service 

1 5 months 1 1 year 8 months 1 

Probation 3 6 months 5 2 years 1 

Probation, 

Community 

Service 

1 8 months 4  

2 months 2 1 year 2 

3 months 1 1 year  2 months 2 
 

 

Penalty, Aggravated 

pandering 

2 years 4 

2 years 6 months 1 

2 years 8 months 2 

3 years 1 

3 years 8 months 1 

4 years 2 
 

 

 Attempted purchase  

of sexual act by 

children 

Daily fines 6 

Probation 3 

2 months 2 

3 months 1 

 

 

Purchase of sexual act by children  

Daily fines 1  Probation, 

Community 

Service 

1 

Conditional 1 2 months 1 

Conditional, 

Daily Fines 
6 3 months 1 

Conditional,  
Community 

service 

8 6 months 1 

Probation 12 8 months 1 
 

 

Purchase of sexual 

service 

Daily fines 122 

Conditional 1 

Conditional, Daily Fine 1 

Probation 1 
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Type of prostitution crime by  country group 
Finally,  the exact distribution of convicted individuals by country group and main crime 
classification is presented here. 

 

Pandering 

offense 

Country  Attempted 

pandering 

Pimping 
Aggravated 

pandering 

Sweden 1 9 1 

Finland  2  

Lithuania  1 2 

Romania  17 8 

United Kingdom  1  

Thailand  1  

Tunisia  1  

 

 

Purchase of sexual act by children 

  Country Attempted purchase 

  Purchase of sexual  of sexual 
handl- act of   

 ing of  children  children 

Sweden 10 31 

Afghanistan 1 

Finland 2 

Iraq 1 

Turkey 1 

Vietnam 1 
 

Purchase of sexual service   

Country Try  Aiding  and 

abetting The purchase of 

to  purchase  to purchase of 

sexual  of  sexual service     
service  

 Country Attempts to    Aide and abetting Purchase of   purchase    of 

sexual  sexual  sexual service  service   

Sweden 5 58 Morocco  

Algeria 1 Palestine  

Denmark 1 Peru  

Eritrea 1 Poland 1 

Estonia 1 Romania  

Republic of the Philippines 1 Russia  

Finland 2 Somalia  

Gambia 2 Spain  

India 1 Sri Lanka  

Iraq 1 1  18 South Korea 1 
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Iran 3 Thailand  

Italy 1 Tunisia  

Yugoslavia 1 6 Turkey 1 

Lebanon 1 2 Viet Nam  

Lithuania 1  Vaguely  

Other sexual offences 
The study examines in detail sexual harassment,  rape  and child  rape because, in that order,  these 
crimes are the most common  convictions.  The majority  of  all sex offender convictions have one 
of the three specific titles.  Aggravated rapecrimes are  less common, but are included because they 
have relevance to rapes of the normal degree. This makes  the crimes  interesting in themselves and 
they lend themselves to making deeper statistics on.  However, there are other relatively common 
sexual crimes that may be interesting to mention. 

Less aggravated rape 
 Some rapes are judged to be less 
serious.  The survey includes 40  
judgments  under that heading, 
compared to 616   judgments 
classified as the normal degree.  
The punishment  is usually one year 
in prison compared to two years for 
rapes of the normal degree. It h 
often h andar about short-term 
sequence of events and/or abuses 
such as 
occurred when the victim was 
asleep.  The title is  sometimes in 
the  crime being convicted, but often it is only  mentioned in the grounds of the  judgment that the 
act is judged to be less serious.   

Both Europeans as a  regional group  and especially Swedes as a country group are more often 
convicted of   the less serious form of rape compared to coarser headings. However, Swedish men,  
who make up 69.23%  of  the male population, do not  reach the same representation for this form 
of rape either.  

Of the 761 total rape convictions, both less  aggravated, normal and  aggravated  ,  the  less 
aggravated rapes make up only 5.3% and would have very little impact on the   statistics of the  more 
serious the rubrics. 

Child pornography offences 

Less serious 

violence 

Authentic 

Overview of men's 

regional ancestry 
 Share  of convicted groups 

Europe 67.5% Sweden 60,0%  Iraq 2.5% 
Mena 12.5% Bolivia 5,0% Iran 2.5% 
South America 7.5% Finland 5,0% Lebanon 2.5% 

Africa 5.0% Afghanistan 2,5% Russia 2.5% 
Asia 2.5% Chile 2,5% Turkey 2.5% 
Unclear 5.0% Egypt 2,5% Uganda 2.5% 

 Ethiopia 2,5%  

Child pornography offences 

 Overview of men's 

regional origins 
 Share  of convicted 

groups 
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Europeans' share of  those convicted  of child 
pornography crimes is close and even  slightly above the 
share of the population, which is 90.1%.   Swedes as a 
country group are above their share of the male 
population, which is 69.23%. For these crimes, there  is 
thus an overrepresentation of  Europeans and 
especially of Swedes.   

 The country groups table  only counts  groups 
with more than one convicted offender. The three headings for child pornography offences — 
minor, normal and  serious — are aggregated in the tables.  

Exploitation of children for sexual posing 
As   a rule, the crime takes place by  perpetrators 
inducing young victims to pose for pictures that they 
then broadcast, or directly in a webcam. It happens 
that posing pictures or films are created in  physical 
presence, but then the crime is usually "trumped"  
by more serious crimes in the investigation.   

Almost four out of  five convicted offenders 
are Swedes with native-born  parents, which,   like 
child pornography crimes,  gives an 
overrepresentation in relation to  the  size of the 
male population. 

It is possible to speculate on the reasons for the overrepresentation of sv enskars in these 
particular criminal classifications.  One can see  a  correlation that Swedish men  to a greater extent 
commit passive sexual crimes.  The definition  of   passive  differs  from  crime to  crime,  of course,  
but a general impression is,  for example, that young men are  more able to  pose via the internet 
while foreign ones commit physical rapes to a  greater extent  against the same type of victim. 

Prosecutors have not sought deportation in any case for the three counts of   attempted 
attempted criminal and  aggravated commission by a foreign national. 

Sexual exploitation of children 
Just  as the title Rape has a  less serious variant, 
Rape of  Children   has a similar variant  called Sexual 
exploitation of children.   Courts sometimes rule 
under this heading when the  age difference 
between perpetrator and  victim is small and sexual  
acts are voluntary. Swedish män almost reaches   its 
share of the  population, however,  Europeans as a 
whole are underrepresented compared to other 
regions. 

Only 3% of convictions result in deportation. 
In nine out of ten cases against foreign  nationals, 
the prosecutor does not even seek  deportation upon conviction. 

Europe 91.3% Sweden 80,1% 
Asia 2.5% Denmark 2,5% 
Mena 2.5% Finland 2,5% 
South America 1.9% Germany 1,9% 

Africa 0.6% India 1,2% 
Unclear 1.2% Iraq 1,2% 

 Vaguely 1,2% 

Exploitation of children for sexual posing 

Overview of men's 

regional ancestry 
 Share  of convicted 

groups 
 

Europe 89.4% Sweden 78,8% 
South America 4.4% Norway 2,7% 
Mena 3.5% Chile 1,8% 
Asia 1.8% Colombia 1,8% 
Africa 0.9% Denmark 1,8% 

 Finland 1,8% 
Turkey 1,8% 

Sexual exploitation of children 

Overview of men's 

regional ancestry 
 Share  of convicted 

groups 
 

Europe 76.9% Sweden 67,9% 
Mena 7.7% Colombia 2,4% 
Asia 5.9% Iraq 2,4% 
South America 5.6% Afghanistan 2,1% 
Africa 3.3% Yugoslavia 2,1% 

 Chile 1,8% 
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Child sexual abuse  
This heading can be  said to be  
between Sexual harassment and 
Child rape. With a total of  179  
convictions, including attempted 
and  felonies,   it is less common 
than the  total of 529 convictions 
for the titles Rape  of Children. By 
regions, Europeans commit  
83.8% percent of Child Sexual 
Abuse  

Overview of  men's Country groups' share of convicted regional 

descent 

Europe 83.8% Sweden 76.5% Yugoslavia 1.1% 

Mena 6.7% Chile 2.8% Lebanon 1.1% 

Asia 2.2%Afghanistan 2.2% Nicaragua 1.1 %  
Romania     1.1%  

Other 0.6%France 1.1% Syria 1.1 %  
 Iraq 1.1% 

these crimes;        

It is rare for  prosecutors to seek deportation for foreigners convicted of this crime and in only 
one case,  for attempted crimes, has the deportation been granted.  
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If you  weigh  up all the  headings for both abuse  and rape of children, from Attempted sexual abuse 
of  children to Aggravated rape    of children,  the distribution  is according to the table below. 

About the survey 
The   survey is based on convictions  for sexual offences handed down between 2012 and 2017.   
Acquittals  have been sorted out. I have also sorted out convictions where the crime is reclassified 
as not to  be a  sexual offence, for example when Sexual harassment is convicted as  Harassment, 
except for a few isolated cases   such   as  yet has sexual imprint. Those cases have  thus clarified 
the  question of guilt, but  the court changed the title for  which the  offender was convicted from 
what the prosecutor originally requested.  

Courts  cull  criminal convictions after five years, which means  that they  cannot be accessed  
digitally.  Therefore, the  survey  contains  largely only judgments from the second half of 2012.  At 
the same time, there are no judgments from the  last quarter of 2017 because the survey was done 
before that. 

Thesearch covers 100%  of  all sex offender convictions from 40 out of 46 district courts during 
the time period. Data are missing for Haparanda and Norrtälje District Court because they refused 
to cooperate at all. The few judgments   that exist from  those  courts  derive  largely solely  from 
courts of appeal.   Judgments from four other district courts are represented to varying degrees, as 
follows;  rape convictions in this context mean all variants of the title, such as Attempt, Gross, Less 
Aggravated and Against Children.  

Attunda 68% (rape convictions 93%) 
Gothenburg 51% (rape convictions 87%) 
Stockholm 88% (rape convictions 100%) 

Ystad 78% (rape convictions 65%) 

Courts of Appeal 
When more up-to-date information has been available from court of appeal judgments, the 
decisions have taken precedence. It happens that courts of appeals change an acquittal  and then I  
sorted them out.  Data was deleted for individual offenders   acquitted in  the Court of Appeal in 
convictions involving more than one offender. It is more common for a suspect to be  acquitted in 
both district court and  court of appeal and then the do not  be included but included at all.  

The courts of appeals have shown varying degrees of willingness to cooperate;  Svea, Göta 
and  Övre Norrland have been very helpful, Skåne  and  Blekinge somewhere in the middle while 
Nedre Norrland   and Västra have hardly wanted to cooperate at all.  

Balancing child  rape and child sexual abuse  
Overview of men's 

regional ancestryst 
 Share of country groups  of convicts (groups with the most convicted 

individuals) 

Europe 74.9% Sweden 63.7%  Yugoslavia 1,4%  Norway 1.0% 
Mena 8.8% Afghanistan 4.4% Somalia 1,4% Peru 1.0% 
Asia 6.6% Iraq 3.2% Iran 1,3% Germany 0.8% 
South America 5.8% Finland 2.0% Thailand 1,3% Colombia 0.7% 

Africa 3.2% Denmark 1,6% Syria 1,1% Poland 0,7% 
Others 0.7% Chile 1.4% Lebanon 1,0% Romania 0,7% 
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Problems and challenges 
District courts have so-called case histories where all trials are noted. The first step, therefore, was  
to  have such records sent   to me from the respective district courts.    However, courts lack a 
uniform policy for this.  Both cooperation and competence to  produce  a reliable list vary from 
court  to court  . There is  sometimes not even a uniform policy within the same district court, but 
they give different answers depending on who  responds.  Some  district courts  opt out of  columns  
with reference to   the Personal Data Act, other district courts broadcast all desired columns.        
Some only send lists in  PDF format while others broadcast in Excel, which is easier to manage;    to 
Excel, which was  undeniably an interesting challenge.  Örebro District Court took the  prize as they 
only agreed  to send PDF tables with scanned images, which in that case made the research very  
time-consuming. 

The arbitrary handling of  case histories by  district courts provides a measure of  uncertainty, 
so when I state that  the survey has 100% of  sex offender convictions from 40 out  of 46 district 
courts,  that means  100%   of  the judgments I am aware of.  Goals that may not have been on goal 
lists were invisible to me.  A recurring problem has just been that some district courts have sent 
case lists where judgments have clearly been lacking.  I realized this because I sometimes asked for 
a collection of sex offender convictions the  district court itself selected  chronologically,  and   then 
was able to compare with case lists and found the  missed. The district courts have not  been able 
to  provide any justification for the missing case numbers and since I myself  am not familiar with 
how their case list system works,  I  also have   No explanation. 

An additional problem is that lists  often only list the most serious crime followed by the  
abbreviation "etc." to  indicate the indictment contains more headings.    A case in point is the crime 
of gross violation of women's rights,  which often trumps rape in case lists. I can only take part a  
certain number of judgments from each district court at no cost and  there has rarely been an 
opportunity for me to look deeper into these "and more". I have taken some steps to  mitigate the 
problem, such as   requesting case numbers where the matter has been classified as "gross violation 
of women'srights, etc.   " and asked courts themselves to choose sexual offences convictions in 
chronological order.  Unfortunately, the lapse of judgments for this reason is beyond my control 
and cannot  be completely resolved.  However, I do not see  that the  dropout would have any 
statistical impact one  way or the other. I  have the  impression that  there is around a 10% 
probability that gross violation of women's rights also includes rape classification and those 
sentences have been included in the investigation. 

Women convicted of sexual offences can also be said to be  a problem in   that I have been 
unsure whether they should  be included or not. They account for  an  estimated 500 convictions. 
They are included in the source data but make up so few individuals that it  makes no sense to  
compile statistics about them. 

Ceased state formations 
To find out a  factor for  a  group, I  compare with how many men born in  a certain country live in 
Sweden  , based on statistics from Statistics Sweden.   A statistical problem is that  many were born 
in countries  that have  since been broken up. This applies inparticular to Yugoslavia, but also to  
Czechoslovakia and the  Soviet Union. 

My first thought was to distribute,  for example, the  33440 men living in Sweden with  the 
country of birth Yugoslavia among the different countries that exist now.  However,  SCB  informed 
me that it is impossible to find  out how these groups would be distributed across each country. The 
same problem applies to a few who  were born in the short-lived state formation of Serbia and 
Montenegro.  Therefore, I  simplified the statistics in that case so that all perpetrators born  in 
countries belonging to the former    Yugoslavia are compared with the combined population  
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population. This is true regardless of whether  the perpetrator was born in such a  country before 
or after the state formation Yugoslavia was broken up. 

 Furthermore, I  imposed men born in the former Soviet Union on the country group Russia. 
Finally,   I divided the  group born in Czechoslovakia and  imposed half on the Czech Republic  and 
the other half  Slovakia. 

I admit that it     is not a  perfect solution, but it is the only solution available as there    is a 
lack of deeper statistics on groups born in state formations that are not   longer exists. This is 
unfortunate because the  propensity to commit sexual offences seems to differ drastically  for 
specifically different parts of the former Yugoslavia. 

Adopted 
Offenders   who,  according to the Swedish  Tax Agency's information,  have Swedish names,  were 
born  abroad but whose parents were born in Sweden can be  assumed to be  adopted.   The 
adoption status is otherwise confidential and the  Swedish Tax Agency neither confirms nor denies 
the information. There are certainly cases where foreign perpetrators have changed their  Swedish  
name, but their parents were not born in Sweden.  I compare convicts against statistics from the 
Swedish Agency for Family Law and  Parenting Support, MfoF; they  do not distinguish between 
boys and girls, therefore I   halved their figures for   numbers  adopted from the respective countries. 

What can be compared? 

The inquiry focuses on convicted offenders, which  cannot be compared directly with the number 
of reported crimes.  One rapist can be convicted of two  rapes in the same  sentence, in another   
two rapists are convicted  of the same gang rape.   Sometimes a  groper  is convicted of crimes 
against several  offs, sometimes gropers are convicted  several times at separate trials for crimes 
against  individuals.  How is a  bloke counted who pulls out his gender in front of   a group of women,  
is it  one crime or is it several?  I came to the realization early on that if I had had  the ambition to 
map the  crimes so carefully, the investigation would  have taken an unreasonably long time. This 
type of investigation should be carried out by BRÅ, with all the resources and tools that belong to 
assignments for an authority. 

All the years  given in the  investigation apply when the  verdict was handed down in the  
district court  regardless of when the crimes occurred. This is also to  avoid unnecessary complexity.  
Although there are convictions for crimes  committed as  far  back as  the  90s, one  can assume the 
norm is some or at most a couple of years delay from criminal offense. 

 Effect of legislative changes  on statistics 
The rape law was tightened in  2013 so that the victim  no  longer had to  be in a  helpless state,  
but a  particularly vulnerable situation is sufficient. This widening affects the  assessment in  cases 
that in this  study'shill are included in  the category   of Rashen.  Europeans and  especially Swedes 
commit this category of  rape to a  greater extent than other groups, therefore it could have  been 
expected that Swedish men's share of  Convicted rapists would increase over time, but this has not 
been the case.  On the contrary, the  proportion has fallen sharply in the last two years. 

Sentencing 
Usually,  only the most powerful punishment in the  survey counts, so if an offender is sentenced to 
1 month in prison and probation,  the latter falls  away.  If the person is  on  probation  and various 
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probation efforts,  only probation is counted. That's  to  simplify the statistical run and because    it 
doesn't matter very much compared to the more powerful penalty. 

Unusual crimes 
As the survey tries to cover all sexual crimes  , it is natural that some odd crimes are included.  An 
example is sexual intercourse with offspring, i.e.  voluntary incest between adult people. I   
haven't looked closely at these crimes because they are judged so spunabashedly that very little 
can be said about them. The rarest crimes (no more than 2 convicted cases) are: 

Incitement of  aggravated rape of a child/rape of a child/rape of a child  

 Attempted pandering 

 Attempted minor aggravated rape 

Aggravated sexual exploitation of a dependent person  

Aiding and abetting aggravated child rape/child rape  /rape  

Aiding and abetting aggravated pandering 

Aiding and abetting the purchase of sexual services 

Aiding and  abetting  child sexual abuse 

Sexual intercourse with descendant 

Final words 
According to  the Swedish National Council for Crime Prevention,  6720 rapes were reported in 
2016. This means that if you have spent 80 minutes    reading this investigation, there  has been 
another  rape somewhere in Sweden.  Only a fraction of  reported rapes, estimated at  one in 
twenty, lead to trial.   

 It's partly a matter of resources and harsher punishments, but largely  the rape epidemic is 
an imported problem. The parties that made the  current situation possible were, through the  BRÅ's 
previous reports, fully aware of  the risks of mass immigration from the Third World. They thought 
it was   worth more suffering for  the indigenous people in order for  them  to  build their 
multicultural utopia, the hell that others are now trying to put right.  

As I mentioned in the  introduction, I  make no claim  to be impartial on the matter, but    I do 
claim that the  source data is  accurate and  that the  selection of judgments is fair   and    as  complete 
as possible. 

Still, I assume  that the survey  either "Research on violent crime, will try to  be silenced to 

death or relativized with that of the imagination where rape is included, shows   that all available 

means.   However, the relativists struggle in the  up- main explanation is  that the  precipice since 

the  survey only covers convictions there are socio-economic judgments where the question of 

guilt  is not open to  interpretation.  Common differences between majoritevis are studied  

reported  crimes and  then the relativists can use ten Swedes and those with the fantasy concept 

of "increased reporting propensity" to  counter  foreign background."  facts in grind. The previously 

so popular fantasy concept of "tender- 

kertal" is rarely used  after it became common knowledge how great — Jerzy Sarnecki, part of the 
crime elite favors stand for.  Phenomena such as increased Metro 15 January 2016 notification 
propensity and number of unreported cases are self-evident, but 
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What is   characteristic of criminologists is that they use the concepts as tools to  adjust statistics to  
their liking. This investigation is based solely on facts. 

The relativists' uncrowned king Jerzy Sarnecki probably took  the  prize when he tried to  claim 
in Metro January 2016  that the  overrepresentation of foreigners in rapes would be due to socio-
economic factors.  One might wonder what research based in reality would show that poverty gives 
men the desire to rape women.  Marxists like Jerzy Sarnecki see  crime  as a kind  of class struggle 
and appear  motivated  by obstructing effective solutions rather than reducing crime. 

On the  contrary,  it is possible to  relativize in the other direction with a much stronger 
foundation to stand on.  How many prosecutors use their power to influence statistics by  setting 
the bar lower for prosecutions of Swedes than foreigners? It can be both  a conscious choice —  it 
is clear from deportation statistics how many prosecutors do not even think foreign rapists should 
risk deportation — but also unconsciously, that  They feel pressure from above to try to  shape 
crime statistics according to the politically correct picture. 

The National Board of Forensic Medicine's investigations  have  shown that around 80% of  so-
called unaccompanied refugee children have lied about their age. It has had many dire 
consequences for society,  one of which is  that these men  enjoy  heavy punishment discounts and 
escape deportation  if convicted  of crimes.  After several years with these age scams,  a class 
difference has crystallized where these are treated with silkesvantar while Swedish men of the same 
age, or for that matter   second-generation  immigrants, properly punished  under current 
legislation. It is a  huge legal scandal that an age-stricken foreigner can get away with  a  year of 
juvenile detention  for predatory rape while  a Swede is sentenced to 6  years  in prison for  same 
offense. It may seem that  both should be punished with 20 years in prison, but that's   another  
discussion. 

Donations 
The survey is done voluntarily and I neither expect  nor need donations, but  the question came up 
during the feasibility study last summer.  If anyone would  still like to  support and encourage me,   
at the risk of  adding to  the socio-economic factors Sarnecki is talking about, I would be happy to  
accept a donation to bank account 9270–277 302 8. I   am also grateful that the survey is reaching 
out  to more readers through social media and other channels. 

Contact 
Political comments are welcome  to my Twitter account: @pjjonasson 

Other questions are answered via email: pjjonasson@icloud.com 
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